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ABSTRACT

Forecasts of short term volcanic activity are generated using an event tree process that is driven by a set of empirical statistical models derived through logistic regression. Each of the logistic models are constructed from a sparse and geographically diverse dataset that was assembled from a collection of historic volcanic unrest episodes. The dataset consists of monitoring measurements (e.g. seismic), source modeling results, and historic eruption information. Incorporating this data into a single set of models provides a simple mechanism for simultaneously accounting for the geophysical changes occurring within the volcano and the historic behavior of analog volcanoes. A bootstrapping analysis of the training dataset allowed for the estimation of robust logistic model coefficients. Probabilities generated from the logistic models increase with positive modeling results, escalating seismicity, and high eruption frequency. The cross validation process produced a series of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves with areas ranging between 0.78 - 0.81, which indicate the algorithm has good predictive capabilities. In addition, ROC curves also allowed for the determination of a false positive rate and optimum detection threshold for each stage of the algorithm. The results demonstrate the logistic models are highly transportable and can compete with, and in some cases outperform, non-transportable empirical models trained with site specific information. The incorporation of source modeling results into the event tree’s decision making process has begun the transition of volcano monitoring applications from simple mechanized pattern recognition algorithms to a physical model based forecasting system.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Volcanic eruptions have the potential to destroy entire communities, cripple critical infrastructure, and disrupt aviation traffic. Two examples of the destructive power and far reaching affect of volcanic activity are the 1995 eruption of the Soufriere Hills volcano on the island of Montserrat and the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull in Iceland. The Soufriere Hills eruption is one of the most dramatic examples of a volcanic eruption destroying a modern city. This volcano became active in 1995 after a long period of dormancy. Pyroclastic flows produced by a series of eruptions destroyed the capital city of Plymouth and left large sections of the island uninhabitable. Montserrat has become a laboratory for studying volcanic activity, where eruptions of the Soufriere Hills volcano continue to this day. In April 2010, global aviation traffic was disrupted by the explosive eruption of the Icelandic volcano known as Eyjafjallajökull. This eruption produced a massive ash cloud that halted Trans-Atlantic, European, and Asian air traffic for approximately six days and had a dramatic impact on an already weakened global economy.

There are approximately 169 geologically active volcanic centers in the United States [14], [15], [16], [2]. Many of these volcanic areas are located near densely populated areas and along heavily traveled air routes. Volcanoes in the Cascade Mountain range, such as Mount Saint Helens, which erupted violently in 1980, Mount Rainier and Mount Hood pose a significant threat to the population of the Pacific Northwest. An explosive eruption of an Alaskan or Aleutian Island volcano could significantly disrupt the air route between the Western United States and Eastern Asia. Thus, there is a significant need to monitor volcanic activity within the United States to ensure major population centers can be evacuated and air traffic diverted in the event of an eruption.
According to the Stafford Act (Public Law 93-288), the United States Geologic Survey (USGS) is responsible for issuing timely warnings of impending or potential volcanic eruptions to federal emergency management agencies. This responsibility is carried out by a series of volcano observatories that are primarily supported by the USGS Volcano Hazards Program in conjunction with universities and other federal agencies, such as the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Each volcano observatory is tasked with monitoring volcanic activity in their distinct volcano-tectonic region. Each of these facilities independently operate or utilize a network of seismometers and GPS sensors to monitor activity at their respective volcanoes. However, the monitoring technologies and techniques developed since the eruption of Mount Saint Helens, approximately 30 years ago, are currently being applied on an ad hoc basis to volcanoes showing signs of heightened activity [16].

To combat this problem, the Consortium of U.S. Volcano Observatories (CUSVO) is working to develop a National Volcano Early Warning System (NVEWS), which will insure all of the high risk volcanoes in the United States are monitored at the appropriate level [16]. The NVEWS is outlined in a USGS open file report published in 2006 [16]. It will include a centralized “Watch Office” that will collect all of the monitoring data and issue the warnings to the appropriate federal emergency management agencies. A central part of this system will be the processing algorithm that analyzes incoming data. While the requirements for such an algorithm are not defined in [16], the report does state that “monitoring without research into the driving physico-chemical processes becomes mechanistic pattern recognition, an inadequate approach to phenomena as complex as volcanoes.” Thus, there is a significant need for an automated volcano hazard assessment sys-
tem that uses a combination of source models, volcano monitoring data, and all available a priori information.

Volcanism is comprised of a combination of complex geophysical processes that vary in composition, duration, and intensity from location to location and episode to episode. Therefore, successful eruption forecasting will only be achieved through the use of methodologies that simultaneously weigh empirical experience and real-time interpretation of processes [17]. Event trees have proven to be useful tools for forecasting volcanic activity [18], [19], [20]. In 2002, Newhall and Hoblitt outlined a generic event tree structure for forecasting various types of volcanic activity and associated hazards. This process has been adopted and improved upon by a variety of researchers to forecast volcanic activity at various locations throughout the world (e.g., [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], [26], [27], [28]). However, previous event tree implementations require conditional probabilities or PDFs be manually derived on a volcano-by-volcano basis. This means every volcano being monitored will have a unique and unvalidated set of statistical functions driving the forecasting process. Thus, each instance of the algorithm uses subjectively selected detection thresholds that possess a unique and unquantified false positive rate. Moreover, these implementations have produced short-term forecasts largely from monitoring data only. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is no published method that combines near real-time source modeling results, monitoring data, and historic information to produce forecasts of short-term volcanic activity.

This research initiative aims to improve upon and standardize the event tree forecasting process. The method employed here also utilizes Newhall and Hoblitt’s generic event tree infrastructure. However, its decision making process is augmented by a suite of empirical statistical
models that are derived through logistic regression. Each model is constructed from a geographically diverse dataset that was assembled from a collection of historic volcanic unrest episodes. The dataset consists of monitoring measurements (e.g. InSAR, seismic, GPS), source modeling results, and historic eruption information. The regression is performed using a generalized linear model routine (GLMR) that assumes a binominal response variable and employs a logit linking function, which is described in detail in Section 4.2.3. This process allows for trends in the relationship between modeling results, monitoring data, historic information, and the known outcome of the training events to drive the formulation of the statistical models. It yields a static set of logistic models that weight the contributions of modeling information, monitoring data and empirical experience relative to one another. The models estimate the probability of a particular event occurring based on the current values of a set of predefined explanatory variables and are transportable to a variety of different volcanoes. This provides a simple mechanism for simultaneously accounting for the geophysical changes occurring within the volcano and the historic behavior of analog volcanoes in short term forecasts. The methodology is easily extensible, where recalibration can be performed or new branches added to the decision making process with relative ease. In addition, a rigorous cross validation process is used to document the algorithm’s performance, identify optimum detection thresholds, and quantify false positive rates. Moreover, the dataset used to train the algorithm is well documented and archived in a relational database, which ensures reproducibility of results. Such a system could aid federal, state, and locale emergency management officials in determining the proper response to an impending eruption and can be easily deployed by a NVEWS.
1.1 Dissertation Objectives

The specific objective of this research are as follows:

• Develop a simple process for forecasting short-term volcanic activity using monitoring data, source modeling results, and historic information, which can be easily deployed by a NVEWS.

• Derive empirical statistical models via logistic regression using a common dataset that is comprised of monitoring data, source modeling results, and historic eruption information acquired from collection of analog volcanoes.

• Estimate probable volcanic vent location using a two dimensional spatial probability density function derived from a combination of source modeling results and monitoring data, which is updated as new information becomes available.

• Characterize and document the performance of the forecasting algorithm using standard cross validation techniques.

• Quantify the false positive rate and identify the optimum detection threshold for each processing stage.

• Produce hazard assessments in terms of the USGS ground-based color code system.
1.2 Dissertation Overview

This dissertation is organized in the following manner. Chapter two, provides an overview of basic concepts in volcanology which is intended for readers not familiar with this science. Chapter three describes the volcano monitoring techniques employed in this research. Chapter four contains a detailed overview of the statistical development of the volcanic eruption forecasting algorithm, the empirical statistical models that drive it, and the cross validation process. Chapter five provides a detailed discussion of the results generated from the forecasting algorithm. Chapter six discusses the conclusions that can be drawn from this work and provides an overview of future research initiatives that may improve the algorithm’s performance.
CHAPTER 2: CONCEPTS IN VOLCANOLOGY

According to the theory of plate tectonics, the upper most layers of the Earth’s surface is comprised of a series of plates that move relative to one another on top of a semi-liquid mantle. These fragmented crustal layers and softer upper mantle layers are referred to as the Lithosphere and the Asthenosphere, see Figure 2.1. Plate motion is caused by mantle convection currents deep within the Earth. These currents drive molten material toward the surface, which applies a force on the lithospheric plates that either pulls them apart or pushes them together. Regions where plates are being forced apart are known as spreading ridges and areas where they are being driven beneath one another is known as a subduction zone. This process is responsible for continental drift and the configuration of landmasses we are familiar with today.

Volcanism typically occurs along or near the vicinity of a tectonic plate boundary. In fact, there are approximately 1500 active volcanoes on Earth today [15]. Roughly two-thirds of them are located along the plate margins that encircle the Pacific Ocean [15]. This region, known as the Ring of Fire, is shown in Figure 2.2. Other regions of intense volcanic activity include the sea mount chain along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and the Mid-African Rift [3]. Volcanic activity occurring away from tectonic plate boundaries is known as intraplate volcanism. This phenomenon is thought to be caused by columns of hot molten material, know as a mantle plume, that originate from deep within the Earth and extend to shallow depths just below the Earth’s surface. An area where intraplate volcanism occurs is known as a hot spot. The most commonly cited examples include the Hawaiian Islands and Yellowstone National Park.
Figure 2.1: Diagram illustrating the different types of tectonic plate boundaries, Lithosphere and Asthenosphere. This figure was produced by the USGS Volcano Hazards Team and was obtained from [2].

Figure 2.2: Map highlighting the location of the Ring of Fire. This figure was produced by the USGS Volcano Hazards Team and was obtained from [2].
2.1 Eruption Mechanics

A volcanic eruption is the result of a multi-stage process that can take months, years, or decades to culminate. The internal geophysical processes leading to an eruption are summarized in [3] as a simplified, four part, process which is illustrated in Figure 2.3 and is comprised of the following components:

- **Melt Generation** - The process of magma production occurs deep beneath the Earth’s crust. High temperatures, decreased pressure, or hydration can cause rock to melt. The molten material begins to flow through pathways that exist at depth or are self generated. Since the density of the molten rock is less than that of the surrounding material, it needs to occupy a larger volume. As a result, pressure increases and the melt begins to fill all available space. Eventually the pressure increases to the point where the surrounding material fails. These failures produce fissures, known as dikes, that allow the magma to travel upward (see Figure 2.4 A ) [3].

- **Magma Ascent** - The movement of magma through a series of dike intrusions that exist between the melt layer and an intermediate storage area or the surface. The velocity of the molten material is a function of its viscosity. The shape and size of dike intrusions is a function of the stresses driving the magma [3]. Upward motion of fluid typically induces seismic activity and or measurable surface deformation (uplift or subsidence). The onset of anomalous geologic activity caused by fluid motion within a volcano is known as volcanic unrest, which is a typical precursor to an eruption. Early detection and identification of unrest is key to producing timely volcanic hazard condition assessments.
Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram describing the eruption process [3].
Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram illustrating the geometry of magmatic intrusions. Inflating dikes and sills can eventually produce large magma storage chambers. A) Inflating dike. B) Inflating sill that is fed by a horizontal dike.

- **Storage** - A shallow chamber that stores magma transported from underlying melts. Most chambers are spawned from the inflation of horizontal dike intrusions, known as sills (see Figure 2.4 B). The inflation process is another potential source of volcanic unrest. Eruption size and frequency is typically a function of the magma chamber’s size. Small chambers usually produce small but frequent eruptions, while large chambers produce large intensity but less frequent eruptions. Eruption frequency is related to the fluid (e.g. magma or gas) replenishment rate or the time it takes for internal pressure to rebuild within the chamber [3].

- **Transport** - The process that delivers magma from the storage area to the surface. As new material is delivered to the chamber its internal pressure and dimensions increase. Eventually the chamber walls fail. The high internal pressure drives magma into the opening, which produces a series of dike intrusions that lead to the surface and often induces intense unrest.
Once the dike intrusions reach the surface, magma and volcanic gases erupt from the volcanic edifice.

2.2 Eruption Triggers

Eruptions can be triggered by a number of internal and external sources. A partial list of generally accepted mechanisms for inducing an eruption is as follows:

- **Magma Intrusions:** The ascent of fluid from depth continues until the pressure inside the magma storage vessel exceeds that of the country rock. This leads to the failure of the surrounding material and the opening of a pathway from the storage vessel to the surface.

- **Excessive Gas Pressure:** Pressure build up due to expanding gasses within the volcano exceeds the load bearing capability of the country rock. This can also lead to the failure of the surrounding material. Thus opening of a pathway from a magma storage vessel to the surface.

- **Local Earthquake Activity:** Local earthquake activity can induce an eruption through faulting, flank collapses, or gas pressure build up from intense ground shaking.

- **Loading Shifts:** Decrease of pressure that is equalizing pressure contained within the volcano. Examples include massive removal of material by landslides, lake drainage, and glacier reduction that remove surface load and causes internal pressure to fracture the surrounding country rock.
Earth Tides: Some volcanoes have exhibited a statistical preference for erupting during the earth tide minimum or maximum [17].

2.3 Volcanic Explosivity Index

There are several techniques to quantify the intensity of a volcanic eruption. The method used in this research is known as the Volcanic Explosivity Index (VEI). It is derived from a combination of the volume of material expelled during the eruption, the column height, and a qualitative description of the event [3], [29]. This scale ranges between 0 and 8. Eruption intensity values increase one VEI unit when the volume of expelled material (tephra) increases one order of magnitude [17]. For example, an eruption that expels $10^6 m^3$ of tephra has a VEI of approximately 2. However, if the eruption produces $10^{12} m^3$ of tephra its VEI is approximately 8.

2.4 Surface Deformation

The surface deformation in the area surrounding a volcanic center is typically caused by the inflation or deflation of a shallow magma chamber. This behavior results from the influx or expulsion of magma, gases, or a mixture of the two. The volume change causes the size and or internal pressure (hydro-static) within the chamber to fluctuate. This imparts stress on the surrounding area, which changes the local topography by producing measurable uplift or subsidence. Surface deformation can be modeled using a simple spherical source in a semi-infinite elastic half
space, which is defined as

\[ \Delta h(r) = \frac{3A^3P}{4\mu} \frac{d}{(r^2 + d^2)^{\frac{3}{2}}} \] (2.1)

\[ \Delta r(r) = \frac{3A^3P}{4\mu} \frac{r}{(r^2 + d^2)^{\frac{3}{2}}} \] (2.2)

where \( \Delta h(r) \) and \( \Delta r(r) \) are the vertical and horizontal displacement estimates, \( P \) is the change in internal hydro-static pressure, \( A \) is the chamber radius, \( \mu \) is the shear modulus, \( r \) is the radial distance from the source, and \( d \) is the chamber’s depth [30]. If the radius of the chamber is small compared to the depth, the shape of the vertical and horizontal deformation curves are a function of depth and the values of displacement are a function of \( A, P, \) and \( \mu \) [30]. A schematic diagram illustrating Mogi’s spherical source model and the relative shapes of the vertical and horizontal displacement curves are shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 2.6.

The number of free model parameters prohibits the formulation of a unique solution in the absence of a priori information about the chamber’s location and geometry. In this situation, the \( A, P, \) and \( \mu \) terms are set to a constant scale factor, \( C, \) which is defined as

\[ C = \frac{3A^3P}{4\mu} \] (2.3)

and allows Equations 2.1 and 2.2 to be rewritten as

\[ \Delta h(r) = C \frac{d}{(r^2 + d^2)^{\frac{3}{2}}} \] (2.4)
Figure 2.5: Schematic diagram illustrating the Mogi source assumptions.

Figure 2.6: Mogi source ground displacement profiles.
\[ \Delta r(r) = C \frac{r}{(r^2 + d^2)^{3/2}} \]  

The scale factor formulations shown in Equations 2.4 and 2.5 simplifies the model to a function of two independent variables, which reduces the non-uniqueness of the solution. If the chamber’s depth is known \textit{a priori}, then the model has a unique solution and only the value of \( C \) needs to be determined.

Once the value of \( C \) is established, it can be used to estimate the volume of magma displaced during an eruption [31], [32]. The volume of the deformed surface, assuming a Poisson solid (i.e., Lame’s constant equals the shear modulus), is computed using

\[ V = 2\pi |C| \]  

and volumetric change in magma, \( \Delta V \), is equal to

\[ \Delta V = \frac{2}{3} V \]
CHAPTER 3: VOLCANO MONITORING

Many volcanoes along the west coast of the United States, Alaska, and Hawaii are outfitted with an assortment of instruments to monitor volcanic unrest. Sensor suites typically include a combination of seismometers, GPS sensors, and tilt meters. These instruments acquire and process data in near real time to search for precursors that may signal the onset of an eruption. Sudden increases in seismic activity and/or surface deformation in the form of uplift or subsidence are the most common eruption precursors. Figure 3.1 illustrates the color code system adopted by the USGS in 2007 to identify the current hazard condition at a particular volcano. This system is designed to address both ground based and aviation hazards. The hazard condition of a volcano is determined by the scientific staff at the appropriate observatory based on the available monitoring data (seismic, GPS, etc.) and the current or expected level of activity [2]. Volcanoes designated as green are in the “normal” state, which indicates they are in a non-eruptive condition. Those labeled as yellow are in the “advisory” state, which indicates the volcano is displaying signs of heightened unrest. Volcanoes designated as orange, such as Kilauea in Hawaii, are in the “watch” state possibly due signs of escalating unrest or an ongoing eruption that does not pose any significant hazard. Locations labeled as red are in the “warning” state due the possibility of an impending eruption.

Volcanic eruptions produce a number of hazards that affect their surrounding area, population, and aviation traffic. The hazards most often produced by eruptions are illustrated in Figure 3.2 and are summarized below:

- **Volcanic Ash Clouds** - Eruption induced clouds of hot pulverized rock and volcanic gases that can travel approximately 10 to 20 km into the Earth’s atmosphere [10]. Clouds that stay aloft
drift with the prevailing winds and can travel great distances. They pose a substantial hazard to aviation traffic. Ash material is highly abrasive and can seriously damage jet turbines and other vital aircraft instrumentation and components.

- **Tephra** - Volcanic ash that precipitates from volcanic ash clouds and accumulates on the Earth’s surface. Material dimensions can range from dust like particles to moderate size projectiles, which can cause substantial harm to machinery and make highways extremely slippery and difficult to navigate.

- **Pyroclastic Flows** - Extremely hot volcanic ash cloud that falls back to Earth and travels along the ground at high speed. Pyroclastic flows often destroy or kill everything in its path.

- **Lava Flows** - Molten rock that flows from volcanic vents and openings in the Earth’s crust, where temperatures typically range between 700 - 1200 °C [3]. Flows can travel at various speeds depending on the material’s viscosity and the slope of the terrain. Lava is extremely dangerous and can destroy or kill everything in its path.
Figure 3.2: Illustration of various volcanic hazards. This figure was produced by the USGS Volcano Hazards Team and was obtained from [2].
• **Lahars** - A flash mud slide or flood that flows down the side of a volcano with little or no warning. They can cause substantial damage to property, destroy agriculture, and can cause bodily harm or loss of life.

• **Landslides** - An avalanche of rock and other material residing along the walls of a volcanic center or caldera. These events are typically caused by eruption induced ground displacement or explosions.

• **Volcanic Gases** - Hot steam or gases produced by volcanic eruptions or vented from near by fumerals. Gases are often invisible and may be highly toxic.

• **Directed Blasts** - Acoustic shockwave associated with a large explosive eruption. This is often the result of an extremely rapid release of internal pressure, which may be caused by a material failure within the volcano. The direct blast associated with the 1980 eruption of Mount St Helens was caused by an earthquake induced slope collapse that trigger an extremely large and violent explosion that permanently altered the shape of the mountain and the surrounding area.

• **Volcanic Tsunamis** - Tsunami caused by large fragments of material or pyroclastic flows that propagate into a large body of water, which can seriously damage the area along the opposing shore line.

• **Acid Rain** - Highly corrosive precipitation produced by a mixture of chemical compounds in volcanic clouds and water molecules in rain clouds, where pH values typically range between 3 and 4.
3.1 Monitoring Techniques

Most volcanoes are located in remote areas or extremely hostile environments that make them difficult to access on a regular basis. Therefore, it is preferable to study them with sensor technologies that can be deployed at stand-off distances and operate autonomously. A number of remote sensing and in-situ measurement techniques are often used to study active volcanoes.

3.2 Synthetic Aperture Radar

The importance of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) as a scientific research tool has grown significantly over the last 50 years. Airborne and space based SAR platforms provide a means of studying remote areas of the Earth in a simple and non-invasive manner. They are used for a variety of scientific applications including, but not limited to, agriculture, forestry, oceanography, topographical mapping, glaciology, seismology, and volcanology[33], [4]. Since a SAR illuminates its scene with microwave energy, it is capable of producing high resolution images in day or night and in almost any weather condition.

SARs use the forward motion of its platform to produce the equivalent of a large aperture array from a relatively small antenna [5], [34], [35]. By directing the antenna beam perpendicular to the platform motion and summing the returns from successive pulses, a synthesized along track array can be constructed (see Figure 3.3a ). The platform motion results in a path length difference between the returns collected by the synthesized array elements. This difference produces a phase variation across the length of the array, as shown in Figure 3.3b and c, that defocuses the final SAR
Figure 3.3: Synthetic Aperture Radar Concept: a) Platforms forward motion is used to construct a synthetic along track array. b) Phase variation across the array produced by the path length difference for returns observed along the length of the array, c) Frequency shift caused by path length difference across the array.

This phase variation is also referred to as a phase error, $\phi_n$, and is defined as

$$\phi_n = -\frac{2d_n^2 \pi}{\lambda R_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.1)$$

where $d$ is the along-track distance from the center of the array to the $n^{th}$ synthetic element and $R_0$ is the range to the area being studied. Fine azimuthal resolution can be achieved by applying a phase correction across the array to focus the image. A focused SAR is capable of an azimuthal resolution, $\Delta x_f$, as fine as half the length of the physical aperture of its antenna, $L_{ap}$, which is given by

$$\Delta x_f = \frac{L_{ap}}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.2)$$

A traditional SAR resolves target locations in two dimensions. Range or cross-track measurements are derived from the radar pulse round trip travel time between the instrument and the target. Azimuthal or along track measurements are derived from the Doppler frequency of the target. Each two dimensional point corresponds to a range cell in space referred to as a pixel.
3.2.1 Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar

Three dimensional radar images are produced using Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) techniques. InSAR exploits the phase difference between two complex SAR images of the same scene that are displaced in either space or time. Three typical InSAR configurations are shown in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4a shows the configuration of a cross track interferometer (CTI). The CTI generates a pair of complex SAR images using two coherent radar systems separated by a vertical distance referred to as the baseline, \( B \). The construction of an along track interferometer (ATI) is shown in Figure 3.4b. The ATI consists of two coherent radars that are separated by a horizontal baseline extending in the along track direction. In this case, the image pairs are acquired from the same location but displaced in time rather than space. The temporal displacement of ATI images can be on the order of seconds, for oceanographic applications, or years for seismological or volcanological applications. An ATI is a specialized version of the repeat track interferometer (RTI) shown in Figure 3.4c. The RTI also acquires two complex SAR images of the same scene that are displaced in time and is the InSAR configuration most commonly used by space-based platforms[4].

The phase difference between complex SAR images is referred to as the interferometric phase, \( \phi \). It is caused by a path length difference between the backscattered signals from corresponding pixels in each complex SAR image and is a function of the interferometer geometry shown in Figure 3.5. The interferometric phase is defined as

\[
\phi_{total} = -\frac{4\pi B \sin(\theta - \alpha)}{\lambda}
\]  

(3.3)
Figure 3.4: InSAR configurations, where $A_1$ and $A_2$ are the antenna locations for the first and second image acquisition, respectively, $H$ is the platform height, and $V$ is the velocity vector of the platform: a) Cross Track Interferometry (CTI), b) Along Track Interferometry (ATI), c) Repeat Pass Interferometry (RTI), where $t_1$ is the location of that point at each image acquisition [4].

Figure 3.5: Typical cross track interferometer geometry in the plane normal to the flight direction, where $\theta$ is the look angle relative to the view point, $z$, $\theta_0$ is the look angle relative to the reference surface, $B$ is the baseline, $A_1$ and $A_2$ are the radar antennas, $\alpha$ is the baseline look angle, $\rho_0$ is the slant range to the reference surface, $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ are the slant ranges from antenna 1 and 2, respectively, to $z$, and $H$ is the platform height [4] [5] [6].
where $\theta$ is the look angle and $\alpha$ is the baseline look angle. This phenomenon can be exploited to measure relative distances less than a fraction of the electromagnetic wavelength, $\lambda$. Interferometers have been used in a variety of applications, not just remote sensing, where highly accurate measurements of extremely small distances are required. In topographic mapping problems, InSARs measure the elevation of a scene as a function of interferometric phase. This application requires Equation 3.3 be expanded as

$$\phi_{\text{total}} = \phi_{\text{flat}} + \phi_{\text{topo}}$$ (3.4)

and rewritten in terms of the radar’s operational parameters as

$$\phi_{\text{total}} = -\frac{4\pi B \sin(\theta_0 - \alpha)}{\lambda} - \frac{4\pi z B \cos(\theta_0 - \alpha)}{\lambda \rho_0 \sin \theta_0}$$ (3.5)

where the first and second terms are the flat earth and topographic components of the interferometric phase [4], [6]. Topographic measurements are obtained from $\phi_{\text{total}}$ after the removal of the $\phi_{\text{flat}}$ component from the measurement (see Figure A.8).

An image illustrating the interferometric phase pattern over a geographic area is known as an interferogram. Each color cycle, or fringe, is equivalent to a complete phase revolution of $2\pi$ radians. The flat earth contribution causes a series of rapid phase revolutions, or wrapping, that increase in frequency as a function of increasing range. If the flat earth contribution is removed, the resulting fringe pattern represents the topographic elevation changes in the scene, in the line of sight direction. Displacement in the line of sight direction is represented by fringe patterns that increase or decrease as a function of the changing elevation. In this case, each complete phase
revolution is equivalent to an elevation change of $h_a$ meters, which is referred to as the ambiguity height and is defined as

$$h_a = \frac{\lambda \rho \sin \theta_0}{2B \cos(\theta_0 - \alpha)} \tag{3.6}$$

Elevation changes occurring over the time separation between SAR images is easily detected and measured using InSAR. These changes produce a new term in Equation (3.4), which is now defined as

$$\phi_{total} = \phi_{flat} + \phi_{topo} + \phi_{def} \tag{3.7}$$

where $\phi_{def}$ is the interferometric phase component caused by surface elevation changes between images (surface deformation) [4], [6]. This expression can be rewritten in terms of the radar’s operational parameters as

$$\phi_{total} = -\frac{4\pi B \sin(\theta_0 - \alpha)}{\lambda} - \frac{4\pi z B \cos(\theta_0 - \alpha)}{\lambda \rho_0 \sin \theta_0} + \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \delta \rho_{disp} \tag{3.8}$$

where $\delta \rho_{disp}$ represents surface deformation in the line of site direction [4], [6]. Equation (3.8) shows that the total interferometric phase is far more sensitive to surface changes between images than any other contribution. Since one complete phase revolution occurs when the displacement component of equation (3.8) is equal to $2\pi$, the elevation change associated with one interferometric fringe can be derived as follows

$$\phi_{def} = \frac{4\pi}{\lambda} \delta \rho_{disp} = \frac{4\pi \lambda}{\lambda^2} = 2\pi \tag{3.9}$$
As a result, once the topographic interferometric phase component is removed, each fringe in the interferogram is equivalent to a distance equal to half the electromagnetic wavelength, $\lambda/2$. Note that additional interferometric phase terms produced by atmospheric distortion and noise are assumed to be small and are neglected in this study.

A Differential InSAR (DInSAR) image is computed by removing the unwanted interferometric phase terms in Equation 3.7. A simple pictorial formula for computing a DInSAR image is shown in Figure 3.6 A - D. In order to remove the flat earth and topographic components from the interferogram, they must be simulated and subtracted from the total interferometric phase (Figure 3.6 A). Removal of the flat earth term is performed by subtracting a constant elevation surface from the image. This process leaves a fringe pattern dominated by topographic effects (Figure 3.6 B). In order to remove the topography from the image, a digital elevation model (DEM) of the area is required (Figure 3.6 C). The DEM is used to estimate the topography in the scene that must be simulated and removed [13], [12]. Once the topographic contribution is removed, the residual interferogram ($\phi_{def}$) is the result of surface changes that have taken place over the elapsed time between images (Figure 3.6 D). True ground displacement measurements are obtained by unwrapping $\phi_{def}$. Several algorithms have been developed to perform this task, such as the least squares and branch cut approaches, but is still an open area of research [4].

InSAR signal processing techniques have been studied extensively over the last twenty years (e.g., [36], [37], [4], [38], [39], [40], [34], [41], [42]). Since the subject of InSAR signal processing is not the primary focus of this research, the Repeat Orbit Interferometry Package (ROI PAC) is used to produce the interferograms necessary to preform this work. The ROI PAC is an open source InSAR processing application that was developed by Caltech and the JPL [43].
Figure 3.6: Pictorial formula for calculating a differential interferogram highlighting surface deformation inside the Okmok caldera using data acquired by ERS-1 and 2, where the operating parameters for these space based remote sensing platforms are listed in Table 3.1. In this example, Frame A shows the raw interferogram ($\phi_{total}$), Frame B is the flattened interferogram, Frame C is the DEM, and Frame D is the final interferogram ($\phi_{def}$) highlighting deformation inside the Okmok caldera between 1997 and 1998. Here frames B and C are subtracted from frame A and yields frame D where each fringe cycle represents 2.83 cm of ground displacement.

PAC is freely available for download from the Open Channel Foundation website [44]. The downloadable tar file contains source code and a collection of test data to determine if the compilation was successful. ROI PAC is essentially a collection of PERL scripts that call a series of C and FORTRAN functions that perform all of the computational heavy lifting. It handles all aspect of InSAR processing from the initial data formatting to the creation of geocoded DInSAR images. The software is controlled by a simple parameter file that points to two SAR images of the same scene, a DEM, Precision Orbit Information, and specifies the processing options the user wishes to invoke. A detailed overview of the ROI PAC and other open source SAR processors considered for this research is discussed in Appendix A.
3.2.2 Digital Elevation Model

A DEM, also referred to as a digital terrain model (DTM), is a digital representation of the topography of the earth. It should be noted that there is another type of digital terrain model known as a digital surface model (DSM), which includes all surface features such as vegetation and man-made objects, that will not be used in this study. As already stated in Section 3.2.1, DEM information is used to simulate $\phi_{topo}$ so it can be subtracted from $\phi_{total}$. Once the topographic and flat earth components are removed, the residual interferometric phase is $\phi_{def}$.

3.2.3 Precision Orbit Information

Precision Orbit Information (POI) for the satellite is required for each pass over the target area. Knowledge of the precise location of the platform is necessary for accurate baseline estimates, especially in the radial direction. Orbit errors translate directly into errors in topographic or deformation height estimates. This information is derived from a combination of tracking data, gravity models and physical models [40]. Tracking information is generated by a satellite laser ranging system (SLC) and precise range and range-rate equipment (PRARE) for ERS-1 and ERS-2, respectively. This information is collected by a sparse network of tracking stations that are non-uniformly distributed over the Earth. The gravity models, GEM-T2, PGM035, JGM 3, and DGM-E04, are used to determine orbital information between ground stations [40], [45]. The physical models account for atmospheric drag and solar radiation effects on the orbit.
Table 3.1: Space based radar platforms used in this study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Launch</th>
<th>$f_c$(GHz)</th>
<th>H(km)</th>
<th>PRF(Hz)</th>
<th>$f_s$(MHz)</th>
<th>PL(µs)</th>
<th>$\Delta f$(MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ERS-1</td>
<td>June 1991</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>1679.9</td>
<td>18.962</td>
<td>37.12</td>
<td>15.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERS-2</td>
<td>April 1995</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>1679.9</td>
<td>18.962</td>
<td>37.12</td>
<td>15.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.4 Space Based Radar Platforms

The SAR data used in this study was acquired by European Remote Sensing (ERS) satellites 1 and 2. The ERS-1/2 satellites were developed by the ESA and launched in 1991 and 1995 [46]. They carry a suite of instrumentation designed to study the earth in great detail, which include a wind scatterometer, SAR, radar altimeter, microwave sounder and an infra-red radiometer. Both systems have similar operational parameters which are listed in Table 3.1. The common operational parameters allows ERS-1/2 to be used in tandem for InSAR applications.

3.3 Global Positioning System Measurements

GPS sensors are commonly used to measure the surface deformation (e.g. uplift and subsidence) around active volcanoes and urban areas. Position measurements acquired by GPS sensors are determined by triangulating the distance between several known locations. The reference points are defined by a constellation of satellites in orbit above the earth. These satellites transmit a series of timing signals (pseudoranges), L1 (1575.42 MHz) and L2 (1227.60 MHz), that are used to measure the one-way travel time between the sensor and the satellite [47].
Many volcanoes are outfitted with a GPS network that measures changes in their topography. GPS sensors can provide unsurpassed temporal resolution for measuring topographic changes at a specific point and are also useful for offsetting the loss of spatial coverage in InSAR data due to decorrelation between images. For example, Umnak Island has four permanent GPS sensors located along and inside the Okmok caldera (see Figure 3.7). These sensors are managed by the Alaska Volcano Observatory (AVO) and have been in operation since 2002. Displacement measurements acquired by the available sensors (OKCD, OKCE, and OKFG) are shown in Figure E.1 - Figure E.3. The figures show subsidence occurring at OKCD and OKCE in mid 2004 and gradually transitioning to uplift by mid 2008. Measurements at OKFG appear to remain relatively flat between mid 2004 and mid 2008. Data for OKSO was not available.
3.4 Seismology

The study of volcano seismology is focused on understanding the dynamics and spatial extent of magmatic systems. A clear understanding of the physics that drive these systems will improve our ability to accurately determine volcanic hazard and identify seismic precursors that may signal an eruption. The motion of fluids within a volcano, such as magma or gas, generates two distinct families of seismic events: those produced by fluids and those generated by the fracture of solid rock. The detection of fluid induced seismicity is vital for eruption forecasting. However, the time span between the onset of seismic activity and an eruption varies dramatically from volcano to volcano. Seismicity can begin hours, days, weeks, months, years or decades before the start of an eruption. As a result, a large body of literature exists on the generation of volcano seismicity and its utility in eruption forecasting (e.g. [48],[49],[50],[51],[52],[53],[54]).

The first type of volcano seismicity is generated by disruptions in fluid motion within the volcanoes magma supply system. In this case, seismic energy is produced by pressure fluctuations occurring inside fluid filled cracks, conduits, or a resonating chamber. These phenomena can produce both long period (LP) seismic signals and continuous tremor. LP signals and those originating from tectonic activity share similar temporal characteristics but have significantly different spectra. Their spectral content is often comprised of a broadband onset followed by a low frequency or, in some cases, harmonic wavetrain. They are typically characterized by emergent P and S wave onsets and a substantial amount of energy below 5 Hz [48],[49]. Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 shows an example of a LP event produced by Okmok’s 2008 eruption. Volcanic tremor is a long duration seismic signal whose spectral characteristics are typically defined by a series of
Figure 3.8: Time domain seismogram of LP Earthquake observed during Okmok’s 2008 eruption.

Figure 3.9: Spectrogram of LP Earthquake observed during Okmok’s 2008 eruption.
narrow band peaks (harmonics). Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 shows an example of volcanic tremor produced by Okmok’s 2008 eruption, where distinct spectral peaks occur at approximately 4 Hz, 5 Hz, 6 Hz, 8 Hz and 18 Hz.

The second type of seismic activity originates within solid rock and is referred to as a volcano-tectonic (VT) earthquake. These events are similar to tectonic earthquakes in the sense that they share similar waveform characteristics and are caused by the failure of solid rock. In this case, stress is produced by pressure fluctuations that are occurring inside the volcano’s magma supply system. Pressure changes impart stress on the surrounding material that eventually exceed its load bearing capability and is released in the form of an earthquake. VT events are useful for identifying regions of high stress concentration within the volcano and are typically the first sign of renewed unrest [48]. These events are generally characterized by impulsive P and S wave onsets and a substantial amount of energy above 5 Hz [48],[49]. Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 shows an example of a VT event produced by Okmok’s 2008 eruption.

3.4.1 Seismicity Patterns

Earthquakes are routinely cataloged by the USGS for general seismological research purposes and seismic hazard studies. Statistical analysis of cataloged seismicity is often employed to map the location of magma chambers beneath active volcanoes. This is done by examining the frequency-magnitude distribution (FMD) of earthquakes in the area of interest. Earthquake FMDs
Figure 3.10: Time domain seismogram of volcanic tremor observed during Okmok’s 2008 eruption.

Figure 3.11: Spectrogram of volcanic tremor observed during Okmok’s 2008 eruption.
Figure 3.12: Time domain seismogram VT Earthquake observed during Okmok’s 2008 eruption.

Figure 3.13: Spectrogram of VT Earthquake observed during Okmok’s 2008 eruption.
are typically defined using a simple power law relationship of the form

\[ \log_{10} N(M) = a - bM \]  

(3.10)

where \( M \) is the magnitude, \( N \) is the number of occurrence of a given magnitude, \( a \) is the productivity of the volume, \( b \) is the slope of the distribution [55], [56].

On average, \( b \)-values of 1.0 are observed in tectonic regions, while values greater than 1.0 are reported in volcanic areas. It has been shown that elevated \( b \)-values occur in the vicinity of magma, but remain close to 1.0 in its absence [57]. Numerous studies have employed \( b \)-value mapping as a means of locating active magma chambers (e.g. [58], [59], [57], [60], [61]). Various studies have identified a variety of mechanisms that produce elevated \( b \)-values; such as thermal gradients, strong material heterogeneity, increased pore pressure, and reduced effective stress [62], [63], [64], [57]. Typically, one or more of these conditions are prevalent in the vicinity of magma chambers residing in the upper crust [65].

The density of earthquakes within the area of interest provides additional information regarding the magma chamber location. Earthquakes do not occur within magma chambers or liquids. They tend to occur along the edges of the chamber, since the influx of magma or volatiles causes increased stress on the chamber walls. The lack of seismicity alone does not necessarily indicate the presence of a magma chamber. The presence, however, of high \( b \)-values and low earthquake density in an area with high seismicity is a strong indication that a magma chamber is present.
3.4.2 Seismic Moment

Seismic moment ($M_0$) relates earthquake size to a set of fundamental source parameters. This measurement is defined as

$$M_0 = \mu DS$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.11)

where $\mu$ is the shear modules of the country rock, $D$ is the average fault displacement (slip), $S$ is the fault area. It is a more robust estimate of earthquake size since the defining parameters are not a function of azimuth or distance. Furthermore, it does not saturation at large values ($\approx 5.5$) like other magnitude scales [66]. These features led to the development of the seismic moment magnitude, $M_w$, which is defined as

$$M_0 = 10^{1.5(M_w + 10.73)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.12)

where $M_0$ is in terms of dyn-cm. Cumulative seismic moment has been shown to aid in the forecasting of volcanic activity [67].

In this study $M_0$ is estimated using body wave magnitude, $m_b$, measurements in lieu of $M_w$. This substitution is necessary since $M_w$ is not generally reported in most seismic catalogs. The value of $m_b$ and $M_w$ tend to track one another fairly well up to approximately magnitude 5, where $m_b$ begins to saturate. Since the earthquakes considered in this research are all below $m_b 5$, this substitution will suffice for $M_w$. 
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3.5 Magma Replenishment Rate

The magma replenishment rate is an estimate of the re-accumulation rate of fluid within a shallow storage chamber. It is evaluated by tracking the cumulative volumetric change in magma ($\Delta V$) over time. Volumetric change is estimated by empirically matching a simulated surface deformation field to measurements acquired by InSAR platforms or GPS sensors. Synthetic deformation fields are created by substituting selected values of $C$ and $d$ into Equations 2.4 or 2.5. Modeled signal point displacements estimates or synthetic interferograms are compared to physical measurements and refined until the residual between the simulated and actual data is minimized. The newly derived value of $C$ is used to compute $\Delta V$ via Equation 2.7.

This process is repeated using a time series of deformation measurements spanning the period of interest. Estimation of the cumulative increase in magma over time is computed relative to a single reference point (e.g., last eruption). If the amount of material expelled during the last eruption is known, the replenishment rate can be estimated, and the time required to recover the expelled material can be determined.

3.6 Data Sources

An abundance of multidisciplinary data was used throughout this research initiative. The source of each data type is listed below.

- SAR data was acquired from the ASF. The ASF and NASA grant researchers access to SAR data, free of charge, upon the approval of a written data request. This request can be
submitted at any time and takes approximately 4 to 6 weeks to be reviewed. The proposal guidelines can be found at [68]. A total of 600, level 0, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) frames from the ERS-1, ERS-2, JERS-1, and RADARSAT data archives dating back as far as 1992 to the present day were requested. The Display Earth Remote Sensing Swath Coverage for Windows (DESCW) tool, developed and distributed by the ESA, is used to select suitable SAR image pairs for interferometric processing. This data request was granted in its entirety on April 15, 2010.

- POI for the ERS-2 platform was acquired from ESA. ESA archives this information and freely distributes it principle investigators with registered projects. Registration is obtained through an approved Category-1 registration application. The application requires a very short summary of the project, the names and affiliations of the PI and co-PIs, and some additional information about the nature of the research. Once the registration is granted, the PI is given a login to an ESA ftp server and can download the required data over the Internet. Mr. Junek’s Category-1 registration application was submitted and approved in February 2010.

- ERS-1/2 POI was also obtained from the Department of Earth Observation and Space Systems at Delft University of Technology. Orbit specific files can be freely download via the internet. The binary files are referred to as orbital data records (ODRs) and contain 5.5 days of orbit information that overlap other files by 2 days. ODR files can be read using the Getorb software package developed by Delft, which is freely available at [69]. Each ODR file contains time in UTC seconds past January 1, 1985, geodetic latitude and longitude in micro degrees, and height of the platform center of mass above the GRS80 reference ellip-
soid (mm) [45]. Additional information regarding the composition of ODR files is available at [70].

- The seismic data used in this study was acquired from a number of sources. Seismic event catalogs were derived from open catalogs posted on the internet by the USGS, AVO, Icelandic Meteorological Office, and the Instituto Nazionale di Geofisica e Vulcanologia (INGV). Waveform data was acquired from the IRIS data management center, which freely provides seismic data to the scientific community. IRIS is a consortium of over 100 universities that are actively involved in acquiring, studying, and disturbing seismic data [71]. They have a number of automated data request and distribution tools on their web site. Typically, data is requested via email and is delivered through IRIS’s FTP site.

- GPS data from many of the sensors located in North America are freely available via the UNAVCO web site ([72]) or from the USGS. Processing raw GPS data requires a software tool capable of understanding the RINEX data format. Several such tools are freely available and only require the submission of a licensing agreement to obtain. Mr. Junek was denied a license request made to the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory for use of their GIPSY-OASIS II GPS data processing application. However, he was granted a license request for use of the GAMIT GLOBK processing application, which was developed and is distributed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). Preprocessed GPS data for Yellowstone National Park and Mount Saint Helens was acquired from the USGS.

- DEM information was obtained from the NASA shuttle radar tomography mission (SRTM) ftp site[12][13].
CHAPTER 4: FORECASTING ALGORITHM

4.1 Event Tree Analysis System

An event tree is an analytical tool that estimates the outcome of a set of pre-defined events using a branching decision-making process. Each branch or node of the tree represents a set of possible outcomes for a particular event, which increase in specificity with each step. Progression to the next branch is accomplished when the probability estimate for the preceding node exceeds a pre-defined threshold. Here, the event tree is initiated upon the detection of unrest and grows to forecast volcanic activity in increasing detail, such as the probability of eruption and intensity.

The event tree utilized in this research is shown in Figure 4.1. Each node estimates the conditional probability for a specific event via Bayes theorem, which is defined as

\[
P(n|n-1) = \frac{P(n, n-1)}{P(n-1)} = \frac{P(n-1|n)P(n)}{P(n-1|n)P(n) + P(n-1|n')P(n')}
\] (4.1)

where \(P(n-1|n)\) is the likelihood, \(P(n)\) is the prior probability, \(P(n-1)\) is the marginal probability, \(P(n|n-1)\) is the posterior probability, the prime symbol represents the complement, and \(n\) is the event tree node in question. This event tree implementation is comprised of the following nodes:

- Node 1. Unrest: Does the geophysical activity at the selected volcano exceed a predetermined threshold? Geophysical activity includes heightened seismicity or surface deformation. If the amount of unrest exceeds a predefined threshold, the decision making process
Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the event tree implementation, where the clone label indicates the tree structure at that point is identical to that below.
progresses to the next branch, otherwise it terminates and restarts when new data is available. If the predefined threshold is exceeded the probability that unrest is occurring equals one, which is given by

\[ P(\Theta_1) = P(1) = \begin{cases} 
  0 & \text{if } \nu_1 = 0 \\
  1 & \text{if } \nu_1 > 0
\end{cases} \] (4.2)

where \(\nu_1\) is the summation of several explanatory variables that are defined in Section 4.2.5.

- **Node 2. Fluid Motion: Is the observed unrest the result of a magmatic intrusion?** Fluid motion can be detected from the presence of heightened levels of seismicity having specific spectral characteristics or continuous, or rapidly varying, surface deformation (see Section 3.4). Possible causes of unrest that are not related to fluid motion include tectonic and geothermal activity. If the unrest is related to fluid motion, the process progresses to the next branch, otherwise it terminates and restarts when new data is available. The probability that an intrusive event is occurring is given by

\[ P(\Theta_2) = P(2|1) = \frac{P(1|2)P(2)}{P(1|2)P(2) + P(1|2')P(2')} \] (4.3)

where \(P(2)\) is defined as

\[ P(2) = P(\text{Intrusion}|X_2) \] (4.4)

and \(X_2\) is a set of independent explanatory variables described in Section 4.2.6.

- **Node 3. Eruption: Does the detected fluid motion have the potential to reach the surface and cause an eruption?** If the source of the unrest is a magmatic intrusion with associated
seismicity, the probability that the fluid will reach the surface may be high if that particular volcano has a historically high eruption frequency. If the observed, modeled, and historic information support this hypothesis the algorithm moves to the next branch, otherwise it terminates and restarts when new data is available. The probability that an eruption will occur is given by

$$P(\Theta_3) = P(3|2) = \frac{P(2|3)P(3)}{P(2|3)P(3) + P(2|3')P(3')}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.5)$$

where $P(3)$ is defined as

$$P(3) = P(\text{Eruption}|X_3)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.6)$$

and $X_3$ is a set of independent explanatory variables described in Section 4.2.7.

• Node 4. Intensity: What is the eruption intensity? The determination of the intensity will be driven by the training dataset defined in Table 4.2. The probability of the eruption’s intensity exceeding a VEI of 1.0 is given by

$$P(\Theta_4) = P(4|3) = \frac{P(3|4)P(4)}{P(3|4)P(4) + P(3|4')P(4')}$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.7)$$

where $P(4)$ is defined as

$$P(4) = P(\text{Intensity} > 1|X_4)$$ \hspace{1cm} (4.8)$$

and $X_4$ is a set of independent explanatory variables described in Section 4.2.8.
• Node 5. **Vent Location: Where is the eruption likely to occur?** A vent location probability map is generated and the area with the highest probability of occurrence is identified as the likely eruption location. Given previous conditions are satisfied, the most probable vent location may be those with collocated surface deformation and seismicity. The probability of an eruption occurring at any location in a specified area is given by

\[
P(\Theta_{5}^{(j)}) = P(5^{(j)}|4) = \sum_{j=1}^{(j)} \frac{P(4|5^{(j)})P(5^{(j)})}{P(4|5^{(j)})P(5^{(j)}) + P(4|5′^{(j)})P(5′^{(j)})}
\]  

(4.9)

where \(j\) is the vent location under consideration and \(P(5)\) is defined in Section 4.2.9.

The probability of an event occurring at a particular event tree node is defined as

\[
P(\Theta) = \prod_{l=1}^{L} P(\Theta_{l})
\]  

(4.10)

where \(l\) is the event tree node for which the probability is being estimated. For example, the probability of an eruption occurring at the \(j^{th}\) location is estimated from the product, \(P(\Theta_{1}) P(\Theta_{2}) P(\Theta_{3}) P(\Theta_{4}) P(\Theta_{5}^{(j)})\). Whereas the probability of an eruption occurring at a given volcano is estimated by \(P(\Theta_{1}) P(\Theta_{2}) P(\Theta_{3})\).

### 4.1.1 Quantification of USGS Color Code

The event tree was adapted to issue warnings according to the USGS hazard program ground-based color code system shown in Figure 3.1. This method assigns colors ranging from
green to red to a particular volcano according to its current eruption hazard condition. Figure 4.2 shows the color code assignments relative to each stage of the event tree. As with the USGS system, colors range from green to red and increase in brightness with each event tree node. The final color designation is set according to the point in the algorithm where processing is terminated. For example, if the algorithm is activated by a new unrest episode and is not allowed to progress past the eruption node, because the probability of occurrence does not exceed a predefined detection threshold, then the final hazard level is set to orange. However, if the algorithm were to progress to the intensity node the hazard level is set to red. Linking the color code designation to a predefined detection threshold allows for quantification of the USGS warning scheme, which is one of the principle contributions of this research.
4.2 Estimation of Nodal Probabilities

4.2.1 Previously Published Implementations

Previous event tree implementations for forecasting volcanic activity have utilized a variety of methodologies to estimate nodal probabilities. A description of these strategies is provided below.

- **Newhall and Hoblitt 2002**: Probabilities for short term forecasts are based on expert assessment of historic behavior and monitoring data. Conditional probabilities are computed using Equation 4.1, where $P(n)$, $P(n - 1|n)$, $P(n')$, and $P(n - 1|n')$ are set by the user on a case by case basis. Estimates of $P(n|n - 1)$ are revised as new information about the evolution of the unrest event is acquired. Event tree forecasts are computed using Equation 4.10. The results are used to assess various risk factors associated to the volcano in question (e.g., exposure or vulnerability to a lahar or pyroclastic flow).

- **Marzocchi et al. 2004**: Improved upon Newhall and Hoblitt’s approach by computing and assigning a probability density function (PDF) to each node as opposed to discrete values. The procedure for deriving the PDFs consists of three parts. First, an initial PDF, $p_a(\theta_k)$, is estimated based on any available a priori knowledge (e.g. theoretical models, expert judgment, or beliefs). If no a priori information is available, a uniform distribution (complete ignorance) must be assumed. Second, $p_a(\theta_k)$ is combined with any available historic data
using Bayes Theorem, which is given by

\[ p_b(\theta_k|n) = \frac{P_a(n|\theta_k)P(\theta_k)}{P(n)} \]  

(4.11)

where a Bernoulli trial scheme is employed to derive the likelihood function using past data. If \( p_a(\theta_k) \) has a uniform distribution, then the modified PDF, \( p_b(\theta_k) \), takes the form of a beta function

\[ p_b(\theta_k) = Beta(\alpha_b = n + 1, \beta_b = N - n + 1) \]  

(4.12)

where \( n \) and \( N \) are the number of successes and trials. Finally, the mean of \( p_b(\theta_k) \) is modified based on the results of recently acquired monitoring data using

\[ E_c[\Theta_k] = \begin{cases} \frac{E_b[\Theta_k]}{\Psi} & \text{if } Z_k = 0 \\ 1 - e^{-z} & \text{if } Z_k > 0 \end{cases} \]  

(4.13)

where \( \Psi \) is a subjectively assigned value that is based on expert judgment and \( Z_k \) is an anomalous parameter value computed from monitoring data. This produces the nodal PDF \( p_c(\theta_k) \). Unique nodal PDFs must be derived for each volcano being monitored. Nodal probability estimates are generated from the 10\(^{th}\), 50\(^{th}\), and 90\(^{th}\) percentiles of the derived PDFs.

- **Marzocchi et al. 2008:** Builds upon the procedure defined in Marzocchi et al. 2004 by combining a fuzzy approach and Bayesian inference. The resulting nodal PDFs are based on the weighted sum between two different types of knowledge. This methodology assigns a degree of belief, \( \zeta \), to represent the state of volcanic unrest in lieu of simply setting the
probability to one upon detection. The value of $\zeta$ is assigned using the fuzzy approach defined in [73]. Its value ranges from 0 to 1 and is used to weight the linear combination of monitoring and non-monitoring information. The PDF at the $k^{th}$ node is then defined as

$$\Theta_k^{(j)} = \zeta \Theta_k^{(j|\{ M \})} + (1 - \zeta) \Theta_k^{(j|\{ \bar{M} \})}$$

(4.14)

where $M$ and $\bar{M}$ represent information defined by monitoring and non-monitoring information. The monitoring ($\Theta_k^{(j|\{ M \})}$) and non-monitoring ($\Theta_k^{(j|\{ \bar{M} \})}$) PDFs are estimated using Bayes theorem, which is defined as

$$[\Theta_k^{(j|\{ \cdot \})}] = [\Theta_k^{(j|\{ \cdot \})} | y] = \frac{[\Theta_k^{(j|\{ \cdot \})} | p i r i o r [y | \Theta_k^{(j|\{ \cdot \})} ]}{[y]}$$

(4.15)

where the $j|\cdot$ represents the $j^{th}$ monitoring or non-monitoring information. The remaining steps in the PDF design process are similar to that outlined in Marzocchi et al. 2004. One exception is the modification to the nodal PDFs mean based on monitoring data, which is adjusted using

$$E_c[\Theta_k] = 1 - q e^{-pz}$$

(4.16)

where the values of $q$ and $p$ are estimated using past monitoring data from the site in question.
4.2.2 Logistic Regression

Logistic regression is a statistical modeling technique used to analyze multivariate problems [74], [9], [75]. It attempts to describe the complex relationship between a set of independent explanatory variables and a response variable. This popular modeling approach is used extensively in medical research, bioinformatics, and marketing analysis [76]. It has also found use in geophysical applications, such as the prediction of landslides and rain rate [77], [78]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, this is the first study to use logistic regression to forecast volcanic processes.

The logistic function, \( f(z) \), is given by

\[
    f(z) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-z}} \tag{4.17}
\]
where $z$ is a value computed from a logistic model. Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between $z$ and $f(z)$. The range of $f(z)$ is bound between 0 and 1 over $-\infty$ and $+\infty$. Unlike other modeling techniques, a probability between 0 and 1 is guaranteed with logistic regression regardless of the value of $z$.

The logistic model is the weighted summation of a set of explanatory variables, which is defined as

$$z = \beta_0 + \sum_{n=1}^{N} \beta_n X_n$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.18)

where $X_n$ is a collection of $n$ explanatory variables, $\beta_0$ is a constant (intercept), and $\beta_n$ is a collection of $n$ weighting (regression) coefficients. The value of the weighting coefficients represents the relative influence that variable has on the outcome. Therefore, variables with large coefficients significantly influence the outcome of the event and those with small values have an insignificant effect. The values of $\beta_0$ and $\beta_n$ are determined through maximum likelihood estimation. This requires a training dataset consisting of a collection of observations that relate the outcome of a particular event (response variable) to the explanatory variables. The process of deriving the $\beta$ values is performed using a GLMR, which is explained in Section 4.2.3.

The probability of the event in question occurring is defined as the conditional probability

$$P(\theta = 1|X_1...X_N) = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-z}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.19)
where \( P(\theta_n) \) is the prior probability estimate for the \( n^{th} \) event tree node and \( X_N \) are the explanatory variables. The complement is computed as

\[
P(\theta = 0|X_1...X_N) = 1 - P(\theta = 1|X_1...X_N)
\]  

(4.20)

Logistic regression is employed to relate various types of volcanic activity to a collection of independent variables to provide occurrence probabilities for event tree nodes 2 - 4. The independent variables are source modeling results, historic eruption frequency, and monitoring data acquired from a variety of sources. The training dataset used to derive the logistic model coefficients is discussed in Section 4.2.4. A description of each explanatory variable and their possible range of values is listed in Table 4.1, where the normalization factors for \( X_{CSM} \) and \( X_{ERH} \) are \( 1e20 \) and 211, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( X_{MM} )</td>
<td>Unrest consistent with intrusion model</td>
<td>0 or 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{NE} )</td>
<td>Average Number of Earthquakes Per Day</td>
<td>0 ( - \infty )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{CSM} )</td>
<td>Average Normalized Cumulative Seismic Moment Per Day</td>
<td>0 ( - \infty )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{DAYS} )</td>
<td>Episode Duration in Days</td>
<td>0 ( - \infty )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( X_{ERH} )</td>
<td>Average Eruption History</td>
<td>0 ( - \infty )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Generalized Linear Model

A generalized linear model (GLM) is an algorithm that uses ordinary least squares regression to fit data to a distribution belonging to the exponential family. These distributions include:
Gaussian, Bernoulli, Binominal, Multinominal, Exponential, Poisson, Dirichlet. The general form of these distributions are defined as

\[ f_Y(y|\theta, \tau) = h(y, \tau) \exp \left( \frac{b(\theta)T(y) - A(\theta)}{d(\tau)} \right) \] (4.21)

where \( \theta \) is related to the mean, \( d(\tau) \) is a known function, \( b(\theta) \) is the natural parameter, \( \tau \) is the dispersion parameter, \( T(y) \) is the sufficient statistic, \( A(\theta) \) is a normalization factor, and \( h(y, \tau) \) is the base measure [79]. Information acquired by a set of independent variables is incorporated into the model via a linear predictor, \( \eta \), using the expression

\[ \eta = X\beta \] (4.22)

where the matrices \( X \) and \( \beta \) represent a set of independent (i.e., explanatory) variables and a set of unknown coefficients. A linking function, \( g \), establishes the connection between the mean of the response variables, \( Y \), and the linear predictor, which is written as

\[ E[Y] = \mu = g^{-1}(\eta) \] (4.23)

where the linking function is defined by the user. Applications assuming a binominal distribution (logistic regression) typically employ a logit linking function which is defined as

\[ X\beta = ln \left( \frac{\mu}{1 - \mu} \right) \] (4.24)
Using a Logit or other type of canonical linking function (e.g., Normal, Multinominal, Poisson, etc.) implies \( b(\mu) = \theta = X\beta \) and allows \( X'Y \) to serve as a sufficient statistic for \( \beta \) [79].

The values of \( \beta \) are determined through maximum likelihood estimation, which is performed by an iterative reweighted least squares algorithm. All \( \beta \) coefficients derived for this research were computed using the GLM function in the \( R \) statistical analysis package or \( \text{Matlab} \). These software packages also provided the supporting statistical information for each of the logistic model coefficients, where the null hypothesis for all p value estimates is \( \beta = 0 \) and the alternate hypothesis is \( \beta \neq 0 \). More information regarding the maximum likelihood and iterative reweighted least squares algorithms can be found in [80].

The goodness-of-fit \( (G) \) of a logistic model is often assessed using a likelihood ratio test [9]. This test statistic is derived from the difference between the deviance, \(-2ln(L_n)\), of the null (intercept only) and complete (full) logistic models. The deviance is similar to the residual sums of squares metric used in ordinary least squares regression in the sense that it attempts to estimate the discrepancy between the modeled and observed data. Thus, the quality of the regression model decreases with increasing deviance. Here \( G \) is estimated via the ratio

\[
G = \chi^2 = -2ln \left( \frac{L_{null}}{L_{full}} \right)
\]

(4.25)

where \( L_{null} \) and \( L_{full} \) are the likelihoods of the null and full models. The test statistic is \( \chi^2 \) distributed, where its degrees of freedom, \( df \), is equivalent to the number of constrained predictors (explanatory variables) in the logistic model. Statistical significance of the difference is estimated using a p value test, where the null hypothesis states the null model fits the data better than the full
model. If the difference is statistically significant (p < 0.05), then the null hypothesis is rejected and the full model is said to fit the data better than the null model.

4.2.4 Training Data

A database comprised of monitoring data acquired from multidisciplinary techniques, source modeling results, and historic eruption information from a series of volcanic unrest episodes is required for deriving the logistic model coefficients. Unfortunately no such database base currently exists in the public domain. Therefore, one had to be constructed for this research. Ideally, a large and diversified set of data is desired for identifying the set of explanatory variables that will produce the most robust logistic model. Moreover, it is also desirable to identify a large number of events that both culminate and fail to culminate to an eruption. However, published accounts of volcanic unrest events vary in detail and do not contain a consistent set of observations. This problem is exacerbated by the fact that events which eventually result in an eruption are published, while those that fail typically are not. This fact has artificially biased the open literature toward eruptive events as opposed to those that eventually fail [81]. As a result, only a small set of unrest events with known sources and a consistent set of explanatory variables could be identified for this research. This fact is unfortunate, since the majority of unrest events fail to culminate into an eruption [81].

The database constructed for this research is listed in Table 4.2. It is comprised of a collection of unrest events with a consistent set of observations whose causes were identified through source modeling exercises. The 41 events were gathered from various volcanoes in Northern
America, Iceland, and Italy. In order for an event to be included in the database, a high resolution seismic catalog and modeling results that identify the source of the unrest must be publicly available. These data were acquired from a combination of journal articles, technical reports, conference papers, and open seismic catalogs that are made freely available to the public by a number of organizations (e.g. USGS, ANSS, Icelandic Meteorological Institute) via the internet. It is assumed that this collection of events represents a random sample of volcanic activity in the northern hemisphere and is representative of this population.

Table 4.2 consists of eleven columns. The first two columns list the episode year and volcano of origin. Column three is the event’s Volcanic Explosivity Index, \((VEI)\) (see Section 2.3). The fourth column, \((Er)\), specifies whether the event culminated in an eruption, where true (eruption) and false (no eruption) outcomes are represented by a 1 or 0. The cause of the unrest is listed in column five, \((In)\), where the a value of 0 or 1 states whether the source is a magmatic intrusion. Source modeling results are listed in column six, \((MM)\), where the a value of 0 or 1 states if the source of the unrest can be modeled as a magmatic intrusion. The total number of earthquakes occurring over the course of the episode is listed in column seven, \((TNE)\). An estimate of the total cumulative seismic moment generated throughout the episode, \((TCSM)\), is listed in column eight. The duration of each episode in terms of days is listed in column nine, \((Days)\). The total number of eruptions at a particular site over the last 211 years is listed in column ten, \((TEH)\). Finally the source of the information listed in each row is referenced in column eleven. Superscripts above the volcano name represent that sample’s participation in the derivation of logistic coefficients for each node. The dagger represents samples excluded from the logistic regression but used to calculate \((Pn - 1|n)\) and \((Pn - 1|n')\), which is listed in Section 4.4.
Note that the logistic regression is performed after the $TNE$ and $TCSM$ columns are transformed to average values per day and the normalization factors defined in section 4.2.2 are applied to the appropriate variables.

4.2.5 Node 1: Detection of Volcanic Unrest

Geologic activity in the vicinity of a volcano typically varies from site to site and episode to episode. Thus, each unrest event at a particular volcano may be unique and could be caused by a different set of circumstances than previous episodes. Therefore, it is difficult, if not impossible, to quantify the exact type of activity that may arise during an unrest event or prior to an eruption. One way to recognize the onset of anomalous activity is to search for behavior that deviates from normal activity. If an archive of historic observations is available, it can be used to establish a baseline that describes typical background behavior. Therefore, the identification of measurements that markedly deviate from historic behavior (outliers) can be treated as the onset of an unrest event [124], [125].

Outliers are observations that are significantly different from other members of a sample distribution. They are defined here as measurements greater than a value given by

\[
Outlier\ Threshold = Q_3 + c(Q_3 - Q_1)
\]  

(4.26)

where $c$ is a constant, $Q_1$ and $Q_3$ are the 25th and 75th percentiles of the sample distribution, and $(Q_3 - Q_1)$ is the interquartile range [126]. The sample distribution is typically visualized using a
Table 4.2: Raw logistic regression training data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Volcano</th>
<th>Response Var.</th>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>VEI</td>
<td>Er</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Medicine Lake&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Makushin&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>Hengill&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Trident&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Lassen Peak&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Eyjafjallajökull&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Akutan&lt;sup&gt;(2)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Iliamna&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Peulik&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Kilauea&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Kiska&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Grimsvötn&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Shishaldin&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Fisher&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Katla&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Kilauea&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Three Sisters&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Hekla&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Eyjafjallajökull&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Etna&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Okmok&lt;sup&gt;(3)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Aniakchak&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Hood&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Etna&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Veniaminof&lt;sup&gt;(2)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Grimsvötn&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Spurr&lt;sup&gt;(3,4)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Etna&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Saint Helens&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Augustine&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Korovin&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Pavlof&lt;sup&gt;(2)&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Upppypingar&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Yellowstone&lt;sup&gt;2,3&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Paricutin&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Hengill</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Okmok&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Kasatochi&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>Redoubt&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Eyjafjallajökull&lt;sup&gt;2,3,4&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Yellowstone&lt;sup&gt;1&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
boxplot, where the lower and upper bounds of the box represent the 25th and 75th percentiles, the line inside the box is the 50th percentile ($Q_2$), and samples falling outside the whiskers are labeled as outliers.

Unique unrest detection thresholds are derived empirically on a volcano-by-volcano and monitoring discipline basis using historic observations. Outlier thresholds are determined from Equation 4.26, where $c$ is set empirically for each monitoring discipline. After thresholds are established, outlier detection processing commences on each data type independently. Unrest severity is estimated by

$$\nu_1 = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \beta_n X_n$$

where $\beta_n$ are weighting coefficients and $X_n$ are binary variables that are toggled from 0 to 1 when measurements from its respective monitoring discipline exceeds its outlier detection threshold. The functional form of Equation 4.27 is given by

$$\nu_1 = 0.25(X_{sr} + X_{df} + X_{lm} + X_{md})$$

where each term is defined in Table 4.3. All variables are weighted equally ($\beta_n = 0.25$) to allow activation of the forecasting algorithm upon the detection of unrest by one or more monitoring techniques. This triggering mechanism is similar to those used in previously published event tree implementations [23]. Severity declarations are based on the number simultaneous cross-disciplinary detections, which are defined in Table 4.4.
### Table 4.3: Explanatory variable names, descriptions, and possible values for node 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$X_{sr}$</td>
<td>Seismicity Rate</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{df}$</td>
<td>Surface Deformation</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{lm}$</td>
<td>Large Magnitude</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{mid}$</td>
<td>Model Indicates Intrusion</td>
<td>0/1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4.4: Unrest severity declarations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$z_1$</th>
<th>Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>Heightened</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>Extreme</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.6 Node 2: Fluid Motion

A logistic regression for node 2 was performed using a subset of the data listed in Table 4.2 and the $In$ field as the response variable. The resulting model is written as

$$z_2 = -2.2187 + 3.1495(X_{MM}) + 0.3791(X_{NE}) + 0.0047(X_{CSM}) - 0.0001(X_{DAYS})$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.29)\n
where each explanatory variable is defined in Table 4.1. The influence of the binary variable ($X_{MM}$) and the weighting coefficients on the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is studied by setting the other variables equal to each other and plotting the model response between $\pm 20$. In this example negative values have no physical meaning and are only shown so the full range of the CDF is plotted. Equation 4.29 and Figure 4.4 indicate the regression placed a heavy emphasis on the modeling results, moderate emphasis on the average number of earthquakes per day, and limited importance on the average seismic moment and episode duration. Figure 4.4 shows that
even in the absence of positive modeling results, episodes producing large numbers of earthquakes and or releasing large amounts of seismic energy have a high probability of being generated by a magma intrusion. In addition, the probability of an eruption is non-zero even if the values of all the explanatory variables are equal to zero. This is a realistic and reassuring result, since eruptions have been known to occur without any precursory geologic activity or warning.

A statistical summary of the logistic coefficients is shown in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6. The coefficients’s p-values show that only the intercept and $X_{MM}$ values meet the generally accepted statistical significance bar. However, the remaining coefficients have a large practical significance, despite their high p-value, since they are necessary to account for episodes exhibiting high seismicity and no measurable surface deformation. Table 4.6 shows that only the intercept and $X_{MM}$ are somewhat correlated and the remaining variables are essentially uncorrelated. A goodness of fit estimate for the complete model was performed using the likelihood ratio test and resulted in a $\chi^2$ value of 22.5247, a $df$ of 4, and a p-value of 0.0002. Therefore, the full set of explanatory variables fits the data better than the null model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.2827</td>
<td>0.0837</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>1.3124</td>
<td>0.0164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>0.3169</td>
<td>0.2316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>0.1375</td>
<td>0.9725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.8017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.4: Cumulative density functions illustrating the influence of each of the explanatory variables on the probability estimate, where the black and red curves represents $X_{MM} = 0$ and $X_{MM} = 1$, respectively.
Table 4.6: Logistic model coefficients correlation matrix for intrusion node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>$X_{MM}$</th>
<th>$X_{NE}$</th>
<th>$X_{CSM}$</th>
<th>$X_{DAYS}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.7 Node 3: Eruption Occurrence

The logistic model developed for node 3 required an additional explanatory variable to account for the complex relationship between historic eruption activity and monitoring data. It is meant to prevent overestimation of the probability of eruption at sites that typically display high and fluctuating levels of geologic activity, but rarely erupt. The $ERH$ parameter in Table 4.2 is the number of eruptions that have occurred at a particular site over the last 211 years. This time span represents the extent of the Smithsonian Institute (SI) global volcanism database of eruptions that are known to have occurred in modern history (post 1800) [127]. The Yellowstone caldera is a prime example of where such a term is necessary. If historic eruption activity is not accounted for at Yellowstone, forecasts would show that an eruption is imminent (probability of eruption = 1.0) inside the caldera on an almost continuous basis. When historic eruptive activity is taken into account, the probability of eruption is adjusted to account for long periods of non-eruptive behavior.
The logistic model for the eruption occurrence node is defined as

\[
z_3 = -2.6577 + 1.8377(X_{MM}) + 0.0326(X_{NE}) + \\
0.0168(X_{CSM}) - 0.0016(X_{DAYS}) + 14.5305(X_{ERH}) \quad (4.30)
\]

where the regression was performed using a subset of data listed in Table 4.2 and the \( Er \) field as the response variable. A description of each explanatory variable is listed in Table 4.1. In this case, the regression place high importance on the modeling results, moderate importance on seismic information, low importance of episode duration, and extreme importance on historic activity. The response of this CDF to the variation of the \( X_{MM} \) variable is assessed by setting the remaining variables equal to each other and computing a range of probabilities between ±20. Again, negative values have no physical meaning in this example and are only shown to visualize the complete CDF. Figure 4.5 shows the effect of the modeling results on the probability is not as dramatic as that produced by Equation 4.29. However, the incorporation of positive modeling results increases the probability of eruption by approximately 0.25. In addition, the probability of eruption is non-zero in the absence of positive modeling results and increases with increasing seismic activity. In the absence of positive modeling results, episodes displaying high seismicity have the potential to result in an eruption. This scenario occurred prior to Shishaldin’s 1999 eruption (line 13 of Table 4.2). In this case, pre-eruption surface deformation could not be modeled as a magmatic intrusion and was determined to be the result of earthquake activity. These are the situations where the value of the other explanatory variables becomes apparent.
A statistical summary of the logistic coefficients is shown in Table 4.7 and Table 4.8. P-values for all coefficients exceed the generally accepted definition of statistical significance. However, the majority of the p-values are below 0.40 and the intercept and ERH variables are in the 0.11-0.12 range. These variables possess a high practical significance, despite their relatively high p-values, since they are necessary to produce eruption forecasts for volcanoes that display precur-
sory surface deformation that can not be explained by an intrusive source model or have not erupted in recorded history. Table 4.8 shows that $X_{MM}$ and $X_{ER}$ coefficients are somewhat correlated to the intercept, while the remaining variables are essentially uncorrelated. A goodness of fit estimate for the complete model was performed using the likelihood ratio test and resulted in a $\chi^2$ value of 21.0747, a $df$ of 5, and a p-value of 0.0008. Therefore, the full set of explanatory variables fits the training data better than the null model.

Table 4.7: Statistical summary of logistic model coefficients for eruption node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.7256</td>
<td>0.1235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>1.4817</td>
<td>0.2149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>0.0357</td>
<td>0.3609</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>0.0641</td>
<td>0.7931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.2975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{ER}$</td>
<td>9.2369</td>
<td>0.1157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8: Logistic model coefficients correlation matrix for eruption node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>$X_{MM}$</th>
<th>$X_{NE}$</th>
<th>$X_{CSM}$</th>
<th>$X_{DAYS}$</th>
<th>$X_{ER}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.50</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{ER}$</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.5: Cumulative density functions illustrating the influence of each of the explanatory variables on the probability estimate, where the black and red curves represents $X_{MM} = 0$ and $X_{MM} = 1$, respectively.
4.2.8 Node 4: Eruption Intensity

The regression for eruption intensity is performed using a subset of data listed in Table 4.2 and the VEI field as the response variable. The resulting logistic model is defined as

\[
z_4 = -1.5279 + 1.0662(X_{MM}) + 0.1159(X_{NE}) + 0.0043(X_{CSM}) - 0.0038(X_{DAYS}) \tag{4.31}
\]

where a description of the explanatory variables is listed in Table 4.1. Since there are only a limited number of samples that culminate to an eruption, the model is designed to estimate the probability that an eruption’s intensity will be greater than a VEI of 1.0. The regression place high importance on the modeling results, moderate importance on average daily seismicity, and de-emphasized average seismic moment and episode duration. The response of the intensity CDF to changes in \(X_{MM}\) is examined by again setting all other variables equal to each other and computing a range of probabilities between \(\pm 20\) (see Figure 4.6). As before, negative values of \(X\) have no physical meaning in this example and are only included to visualize the complete CDF. The incorporation of positive modeling results increased the probability that the eruption will exceed a VEI of 1.0 by approximately 20 percent. Moreover, the probability of a large intensity eruption occurring is non-zero in the absence of positive modeling results and increases with increasing seismic activity.

A statistical summary of the logistic coefficients is shown in Table 4.9 and Table 4.10. The p-values for \(X_{NE}\) and \(X_{DAYS}\) appear to be statistically significant, while the results for the remaining coefficients exceed 0.18. As with Nodes 2 and 3, even though the p-values for the remaining coefficients are not statistically significant, they have a high practical significance due
Figure 4.6: Cumulative density functions illustrating the influence of each of the explanatory variables on the probability estimate, where the black and red curves represent $X_{MM} = 0$ and $X_{MM} = 1$, respectively.

to their ability to estimate the intensity probability in the presence of negative modeling results. Table 4.10 shows that $X_{MM}$ is somewhat correlated to the intercept, while the remaining variables are essentially uncorrelated. A goodness of fit estimate for the complete model was performed using the likelihood ratio test and resulted in a $\chi^2$ value of 17.0901, a $df$ of 4, and a p-value of 0.0019. Therefore, the full set of explanatory variables fits the training data better than the null model.
Table 4.9: Statistical summary of logistic model coefficients for intensity node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>p Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.1603</td>
<td>0.1879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>1.1916</td>
<td>0.3709</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>0.0633</td>
<td>0.0671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>0.0425</td>
<td>0.9181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>0.0021</td>
<td>0.0759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.10: Logistic model coefficients correlation matrix for intensity node.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>$X_{MM}$</th>
<th>$X_{NE}$</th>
<th>$X_{CSM}$</th>
<th>$X_{DAYS}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>-0.48</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.9 Node 5: Volcanic Vent Location

The vent location process is initiated by discretizing the area of concern into $J$ cells of arbitrary shape and size. Rectangular or hexagonal tessellations could be chosen, as could more irregular Delaunay triangles, but cell size should reflect the inherent resolution of the data sets being examined. In this dissertation, a regular rectangular tessellation is employed on which a DEM has been imposed.

The spatial PDF for estimating the probability of vent formation ($VF$) at the $j^{th}$ location is a function of the data used for monitoring a particular volcanic center. Its construction can be generalized as

$$P(VF^j|X^j_j) = \frac{X^j_j}{\sum_{i=1}^{J}(X^j_i)}$$

(4.32)
where $X_{jn}$ is a collection of observations (both empirical and simulated) from the $j^{th}$ location acquired by $n$ different disciplines (e.g., seismic, deformation, thermal, geochemical, modeling, etc.). By displaying the PDFs for the J cells as an image, the location of the most likely sites for a volcanic vent can then be identified. The following procedure outlines the PDF’s construction using deformation data ($X_{def}$) and the spatiotemporal distribution of seismic epicenters ($X_{seis}$).

The first step is to restrict the area of computation to regions where the available data indicate the highest likelihood of eruption. Here the power of InSAR is exploited to illuminate areas being deformed by magma ascent. The resulting interferograms, however, highlight deformation in areas where the correlation between individual SAR images is high. Therefore, no information regarding the deformation process is ascertained in areas where the correlation between individual SAR images is poor. Gaps in the observation can be filled by modeling the theoretical extent of the deformation field and generating a synthetic interferogram.

Next, each location within the area of interest is assigned a $X_{def}$ and $X_{seis}$ value. $X_{def}^{j}$ is set to 1 if deformation is detected in the $j^{th}$ location and 0 in its absence. $X_{seis}^{j}$ is the summation of monitoring samples (e.g., earthquakes) originating in the $j^{th}$ location. For example, if 10 earthquakes occur at the $j^{th}$ location residing in the theoretical deformation field, $X_{seis}^{j}$ = 10 and $X_{def}^{j}$ = 1.

$X_{seis}$ values derived from earthquake epicenter locations must be modified to account for location uncertainties. Here the uncertainty estimate is the average location error of the employed seismic network, which can often be obtained from the organization operating the sites. It is used by setting all $X_{seis}^{j}$ samples within a distance equal to half the average location error to 1. This produces a cloud of possible locations around the epicenter that represents the uncertainty.
Finally, Equation (4.32) is rewritten in terms of $X_{def}^j$ and $X_{seis}^j$ as

$$P(VF^j | X_{seis}^j, X_{def}^j) = \frac{X_{seis}^j + X_{def}^j}{\sum_{i=1}^{J} (X_{seis}^i + X_{def}^i)}$$

(4.33)

and updated upon the acquisition of new data. As a result, regions with a higher probability of vent formation become more apparent as the episode evolves and more information is acquired. This method differs from Marzocchi’s approach through its use of source modeling information to spatially constrain the process [128].

### 4.2.10 Bootstrapping Analysis

The logistic model coefficients and associated statistical parameters discussed in Sections 4.2.6 - 4.2.8 were derived using selected subsets of the sample data listed in Table 4.2. Ideally, it is desirable to perform the regression analysis over many combinations of random samples from the population we are attempting to model. After many iterations a distribution of parameter estimates, such as the sample mean or regression coefficients, can be produced and their true value estimated. In this case, however, there is no additional data available. Therefore, a bootstrapping approach is invoked to estimate the distribution of logistic model coefficients and associated statistical parameters for Nodes 2, 3 and 4.

Bootstrapping is a resampling technique that produces $M$ datasets from a single set of random samples taken from a specific population. Each of the newly constructed datasets contain a random combination of samples that were drawn from the original dataset. Since a sample with
replacement (Monte Carlo sampling) process is used, it is possible for each new dataset to contain multiple or no copies of any particular sample. Thus, the probability that a particular sample is selected for inclusion in a bootstrapped dataset each time a drawing is made is $1/N$, where $N$ is the number of samples in the original dataset.

Sections 4.2.11 - 4.2.13 discuss the results of a bootstrapping analysis of each of the logistic models after 50,000 iterations. The bootstrapping process for each model used the same subsets of training data employed to compute the models shown in Sections 4.2.6 - 4.2.8. Distributions for each of the logistic model coefficients appears to be bimodal. The two distributions represent cases where the regression process was either properly or ill constrained. Situations where the regression is ill constrained caused the GLMR to fail after exhausting its maximum number of iterations, which results in a bogus set of model coefficients. Conversely, properly constrained cases represent runs where the GLMR converges to a solution within its maximum number of iterations. Therefore, the ill constrained results are rejected as outliers and the properly constrained distributions were retained and used to estimate logistic model information. In Sections 4.2.11 - 4.2.13, the complete and truncated logistic model coefficient distributions are shown in the top and bottom panels of each figure. The median value of the truncated distributions are used to estimate the model coefficients for each node.

Distributions for each model coefficient’s standard error, p-value, and correlation matrix are also shown in Sections 4.2.11 - 4.2.13. Standard error estimates and cross correlation values for each coefficient are estimated as the median of their respective distributions. Resulting p-value distributions, in general, are not as well defined as the other estimators. Therefore, p-values for individual model coefficients were estimated using the median and mode of their distributions to
gauge which calculation is the more robust estimate. The results indicate that the mode of the p-value distribution is a better indicator of its true value as opposed to the median. This result is most likely due to the large kurtosis of the p-value distributions, which cause the median values to be inflated. Please note that values derived through bootstrapping are denoted with a hat, so they are not confused with those shown in Sections 4.2.6 - 4.2.8.

4.2.11 Node 2: Fluid Motion Model Via Bootstrapping

Distributions for each of the bootstrapped intrusion model coefficients, standard errors, and p-values are shown in Figure 4.7 - Figure 4.16. The revised intrusion model is shown in Equation 4.34. The relative weighting between each of the coefficients remains essentially unchanged, where values for \( \hat{X}_{NE} \), \( \hat{X}_{CSM} \), and \( \hat{X}_{DAYS} \) are nearly identical to those shown in Equation 4.29. The intercept and \( \hat{X}_{MM} \) values are now somewhat smaller. This difference causes the curves shown in Figure 4.19 to shift to the left and spread further apart relative to those shown in Figure 4.4. As a result, a larger probability of occurrence is produced when \( \hat{X}_{MM} \) varies between 0 and 1 and all other input values are 0. The difference between the CDFs is now approximately 0.60.

Each coefficient’s associated standard error and p-value is listed in Table 4.11. The standard error and median p-value estimates for \( \hat{X}_{NE} \), \( \hat{X}_{CSM} \), and \( \hat{X}_{DAYS} \) are nearly identical to the non-bootstrapped results. However, median p-value estimates for the intercept and \( \hat{X}_{MM} \) are slightly larger, where the intercept value is now in the 0.19 range. The mode p-value estimates are lower than the median values, with the exception of the \( \hat{X}_{CSM} \) value which is approaching 1.0. Mode p-value estimates for the intercept and \( X_{MM} \) node are in the generally accepted range of statistical
significance. The remaining values are all above 0.05, but it is clear from Figure 4.19 that these explanatory variables have an effect on the probability estimate when $\hat{X}_{MM}$ equals 0. Therefore, their practical significance is high.

Statistics for the complete model likelihood-ratio test are shown in Figure 4.18, where the top panel is the distribution of $\chi^2$ values and the bottom panel is the corresponding p-value distribution. Complete model p-value distribution is fairly well defined. The median p-value for the complete intrusion model is approximately 0.001, which suggests the resulting model has approximately a 99.9 percent chance of outperforming the null model (intercept only).

The lower, off-diagonal, correlation matrix components are shown in Figure 4.17 and their median values are listed in Table 4.12. Bootstrapped correlation coefficients are also similar to those shown in Table 4.5. There appears to be significant correlation between the intercept and $\hat{X}_{MM}$. This relationship could explain the large difference in probability estimates when $\hat{X}_{MM}$ varied between 0 and 1.

$$\hat{z}_2 = -1.5618 + 2.6869(\hat{X}_{MM}) + 0.3465(\hat{X}_{NE}) - 0.0041(\hat{X}_{CSM}) - 0.0001(\hat{X}_{DAYS}) \quad (4.34)$$
Figure 4.7: Bootstrapping analysis results for the intrusion model intercept, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the intercept value.
Figure 4.8: P-value distribution for intrusion model intercept parameter.
Figure 4.9: Bootstrapping analysis results for the intrusion model $\hat{X}_{MM}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{MM}$ value.
Figure 4.10: P-value distribution for intrusion model $\hat{X}_{MM}$ parameter.
Figure 4.11: Bootstrapping analysis results for the intrusion model $\hat{X}_{NE}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{NE}$ value.
Figure 4.12: P-value distribution for intrusion model $\hat{X}_{NE}$ parameter.
Figure 4.13: Bootstrapping analysis results for the intrusion model $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ value.
Figure 4.14: P-value distribution for intrusion model $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ parameter.
Figure 4.15: Bootstrapping analysis results for the intrusion model $\hat{X}_{DAYS}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{DAYS}$ value.
Figure 4.16: P-value distribution for intrusion model $\hat{X}_{DAYS}$ parameter.
Table 4.11: Statistical summary of logistic model coefficients for intrusion node derived from bootstrapping analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>p Value (Median)</th>
<th>p Value (Mode)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.2611</td>
<td>0.1920</td>
<td>0.0573</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>1.3350</td>
<td>0.0379</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>0.3226</td>
<td>0.2733</td>
<td>0.2149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>0.0151</td>
<td>0.8061</td>
<td>0.9977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.7754</td>
<td>0.7929</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.12: Logistic model coefficients correlation matrix for intrusion node derived from bootstrapping analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>$X_{MM}$</th>
<th>$X_{NE}$</th>
<th>$X_{CSM}$</th>
<th>$X_{DAYS}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.18: Chi squared and P-value distribution for complete intrusion model, where the median p-value is approximately 0.001.
Figure 4.19: Cumulative density functions derived from bootstrapping process illustrating the influence of each of the explanatory variables on the probability estimate, where the black and red curves represent $\hat{X}_{MM} = 0$ and $\hat{X}_{MM} = 1$, respectively.
Distributions for each of the bootstrapped eruption model coefficients, standard errors, and p-values are shown in Figure 4.20 - Figure 4.31. The revised logistic model is shown by Equation 4.35 and is significantly different from the model shown by Equation 4.30. The bootstrapping analysis reduced the weight of $\hat{X}_{NE}$ and $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ coefficients by an order of magnitude relative to those derived for $X_{NE}$ and $X_{CSM}$. This substantial reduction in weight suggests the true contribution of $\hat{X}_{NE}$ and $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ on the probability of occurrence estimate is not as significant as previously thought. In addition, the weight of the intercept and the $\hat{X}_{MM}$ coefficients have also changed, where the difference between these values is larger than the non-bootstrapped versions. This change is evident in Figure 4.34, where the curves are now shifted to the right relative to those shown in Figure 4.5. The difference between the CDFs when $\hat{X}_{MM}$ varies between 0 and 1 is now approximately 0.18 when all other input values are 0.

The median standard error, p-value, and correlation values are shown in Table 4.13. There is a substantial difference in p-value estimates generated from the median and mode of their respective distributions. In general, the median values are larger than the mode values, which is due to large kurtosis of the p-value distributions. In this case, all of the mode p-value estimates are above 0.05. However, the intercept, $\hat{X}_{MM}$, and $\hat{X}_{ERH}$ values are small enough to suggest they possess some statistical significance. As stated earlier, explanatory variables with large p-values still have an effect on the probability estimate when $\hat{X}_{MM}$ equals 0, as shown in Figure 4.34. Therefore, they have a substantial practical significance in the probability estimate.
Statistics for the complete model likelihood-ratio test are shown in Figure 4.34. Again, the complete model median p-value has increased by an order of magnitude. However, the median p-value is approximately 0.014, which suggests the resulting model has approximately a 98.6 percent chance of outperforming the null model (intercept only).

The lower, off-diagonal, correlation matrix components are shown in Figure 4.32 and listed in Table 4.14. The bootstrapping results have not significantly changed the relationships between the coefficients. However, the unusual bimodal structure observed in the $C_{34}$ matrix component may be an artifact of the ill constrained GLMR runs.

\[
\hat{z}_3 = -3.4589 + 2.1401(\hat{X}_{MM}) + 0.0056(\hat{X}_{NE}) + 0.0023(\hat{X}_{CSM}) - 0.0014(\hat{X}_{DAYS}) + 12.8714(\hat{X}_{EH}) \tag{4.35}
\]

Table 4.13: Statistical summary of logistic model coefficients for eruption node derived from bootstrapping analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>p Value (Median)</th>
<th>p Value (Mode)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>2.2786</td>
<td>0.1756</td>
<td>0.0657</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{X}_{MM}$</td>
<td>1.9030</td>
<td>0.6525</td>
<td>0.1699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{X}_{NE}$</td>
<td>0.0332</td>
<td>0.7675</td>
<td>0.9378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{X}_{CSM}$</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
<td>0.7723</td>
<td>0.7181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{X}_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>0.0017</td>
<td>0.4478</td>
<td>0.4046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\hat{X}_{ERH}$</td>
<td>9.1931</td>
<td>0.1533</td>
<td>0.1151</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.20: Bootstrapping analysis results for the eruption model intercept term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the intercept value.
Figure 4.21: P-value distribution for eruption model intercept parameter.
Figure 4.22: Bootstrapping analysis results for the eruption model $\hat{X}_{MM}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{MM}$ value.
Figure 4.23: P-value distribution for eruption model $\hat{X}_{MM}$ parameter.
Figure 4.24: Bootstrapping analysis results for the eruption model $\hat{X}_{NE}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{NE}$ value.
Figure 4.25: P-value distribution for eruption model $\hat{X}_{NE}$ parameter.
Figure 4.26: Bootstrapping analysis results for the eruption model $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ value.
Figure 4.27: P-value distribution for eruption model $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ parameter.
Figure 4.28: Bootstrapping analysis results for the eruption model $\hat{X}_{DAYS}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{DAYS}$ value.
Figure 4.29: P-value distribution for eruption model $\hat{X}_{DAYS}$ parameter.
Figure 4.30: Bootstrapping analysis results for the eruption model $\hat{X}_{ERH}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{ERH}$ value.
Figure 4.31: P-value distribution for eruption model $\hat{X}_{ERH}$ parameter.
Figure 4.32: Eruption node correlation matrix.

Table 4.14: Logistic model coefficients correlation matrix for eruption node derived from bootstrapping analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>$X_{MM}$</th>
<th>$X_{NE}$</th>
<th>$X_{CSM}$</th>
<th>$X_{DAYS}$</th>
<th>$X_{ER}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>-0.29</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{ER}$</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.33: Chi squared and P-value distribution for complete eruption model, where the median p-value is approximately 0.014.
Figure 4.34: Cumulative density functions derived from bootstrapping process illustrating the influence of each of the explanatory variables on the probability estimate, where the black and red curves represent $X_{MM} = 0$ and $X_{MM} = 1$, respectively.
Distributions for each of the intensity logistic model coefficients, standard errors, and p-values are shown in Figure 4.35 - Figure 4.44. The revised intensity model is shown in Equation 4.36. Relative weighting of the bootstrapped coefficients is similar to those observed for the non-bootstrapped version. In this case, the $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ coefficient has also been reduced by an order of magnitude. This substantial reduction in weight again suggests the true contribution $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ on the probability of occurrence estimate is not as significant as that proposed by Equation 4.31. Again, the intercept and $\hat{X}_{MM}$ coefficient values have also been modified. The curves shown in Figure 4.47 have remained in the same position, but the difference between them has been reduced by approximately 0.05 as a result of the changes made to the intercept and $\hat{X}_{MM}$ coefficient values. The difference between these curves is now approximately 0.14 when $\hat{X}_{MM}$ changes from 0 to 1 and all other input values are 0.

The median standard error, p-value, and correlation values for each coefficient is shown in Table 4.15. Median P values for the intercept, $\hat{X}_{MM}$, and $\hat{X}_{NE}$ have remained relatively unchanged. However, the median p-values for $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ (increased) and $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ (decreased) have changed slightly. All median p-values are greater than 0.05. Mode p-value estimates are significantly smaller, with the exception of $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ which is again approaching 1.0. Each of the other mode p-value estimates are near the generally accepted statistical significance value. However, the practical significance of $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ is evident in Figure 4.47.

Statistics for the complete model drawn from the likelihood-ratio test are shown in Figure 4.46. The complete model p-value is similar (.007 versus .002) to that shown in Section 4.2.8. This
result suggests the bootstrapped model has approximately a 99.3 percent chance of outperforming the null model (intercept only).

The lower, off-diagonal, correlation matrix components are shown in Figure 4.45 and listed in Table 4.16. The bootstrapping results have not significantly changed the relationships between the coefficients. There is still a strong relationship between the intercept and the $\hat{X}_{MM}$ and $\hat{X}_{NE}$ parameters. It also appears that the relationship between $\hat{X}_{MM}$ and $\hat{X}_{NE}$ has been slightly de-emphasized.

$$\hat{z}_4 = -1.7369 + 0.7924(\hat{X}_{MM}) + 0.1293(\hat{X}_{NE}) - 0.0006(\hat{X}_{CSM}) - 0.0033(\hat{X}_{DAYS}) \quad (4.36)$$

Table 4.15: Statistical summary of logistic model coefficients for intensity node derived from bootstrapping analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>p Value (median)</th>
<th>p Value (Mode)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.3550</td>
<td>0.1977</td>
<td>0.0605</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>1.3594</td>
<td>0.3889</td>
<td>0.1118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>0.0761</td>
<td>0.0835</td>
<td>0.0438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.8719</td>
<td>0.9803</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.1296</td>
<td>0.0352</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.35: Bootstrapping analysis results for the intensity model intercept term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the intercept value.
Figure 4.36: P-value distribution for intensity model intrusion parameter.
Figure 4.37: Bootstrapping analysis results for the intensity model $\hat{X}_{MM}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{MM}$ value.
Figure 4.38: P-value distribution for intensity model $\hat{X}_{MM}$ parameter.
Figure 4.39: Bootstrapping analysis results for the intensity model $\hat{X}_{NE}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{NE}$ value.
Figure 4.40: P-value distribution for intensity model $\hat{X}_{NE}$ parameter.
Figure 4.41: Bootstrapping analysis results for the intensity model $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ value.
Figure 4.42: P-value distribution for intensity model $\hat{X}_{CSM}$ parameter.
Figure 4.43: Bootstrapping analysis results for the intensity model $\hat{X}_{DAYS}$ term, where the top panel is the complete distribution and the bottom panel shows the portion used to derive the $\hat{X}_{DAYS}$ value.
Figure 4.44: P-value distribution for intensity model $\hat{X}_{DAYS}$ parameter.
Figure 4.45: Intensity node correlation matrix.

Table 4.16: Logistic model coefficients correlation matrix for intensity node derived from bootstrapping analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Explanatory Variable</th>
<th>Intercept</th>
<th>$\hat{X}_{MM}$</th>
<th>$\hat{X}_{NE}$</th>
<th>$\hat{X}_{CSM}$</th>
<th>$\hat{X}_{DAYS}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{MM}$</td>
<td>-0.78</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{NE}$</td>
<td>-0.51</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{CSM}$</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X_{DAYS}$</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.46: Chi squared and P-value distribution for complete intensity model, where the median p-value is approximately 0.007.
Figure 4.47: Cumulative density functions derived from bootstrapping process illustrating the influence of each of the explanatory variables on the probability estimate, where the black and red curves represents $X_{MM} = 0$ and $X_{MM} = 1$, respectively.
4.3 Cross Validation

Binary classification problems attempt to categorize the outcome of an event into one of two categories (true or false). This process can result in one of four possible outcomes that are defined as follows:

- **True Positive (TP):** Predicted outcome matches actual outcome.

- **False Positive (FP):** Predicted result is true, but the actual result is false (i.e., type I error: valid null hypothesis incorrectly rejected).

- **False Negative (FN):** Predicted result is false, but the actual result is true (i.e., type II error: invalid null hypothesis not rejected).

- **True Negative (TN):** Predicted and actual result is false

These classification declarations are typically quantified in a structure known as a confusion matrix which is defined in Table 4.17.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Prediction True</th>
<th>Prediction False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known True</td>
<td>TP</td>
<td>FN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known False</td>
<td>TF</td>
<td>TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The quality of a binary classifier is assessed through a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis. A ROC curve is generated by plotting the prediction algorithm’s true positive rate (TPR or sensitivity) versus its false positive rate (FPR or 1-specificity). These parameters are
defined as

\[
TPR(t) = \frac{TP(t)}{TP(t) + FN(t)} = Sensitivity(t) \tag{4.37}
\]

\[
FPR(t) = \frac{FP(t)}{TN(t) + FP(t)} = 1 - Specificity(t) \tag{4.38}
\]

where the values of TP, FP, FN, and TN are the number of occurrences for a given decision (detection) threshold, \( t \). The algorithms predictive capability is quantified by computing the area under the ROC (AUROC) curve [129], [9]. Its predictive power increases as the AUROC approaches 1.0 and decreases as its approaches 0.0. An AUROC of 0.5 is equivalent to randomly selecting an outcome. The objective of any classification algorithm is to maximum the AUROC. General guidelines for grading the performance of a classification algorithm as a function of AUROC are listed in Table 4.18. The accuracy and precision of the algorithm represent a measure of its ability to consistently estimate the true outcome of an event. These metrics are defined as

\[
Accuracy(t) = \frac{TP(t) + TN(t)}{TP(t) + TN(t) + FP(t) + FN(t)} \tag{4.39}
\]

\[
Precision(t) = \frac{TP(t)}{TP(t) + FP(t)} \tag{4.40}
\]

where both expressions are a function of \( t \).

The prediction power of the forecasting algorithm is characterized using a bootstrapped, leave one out (LOO), cross validation approach. This process requires the removal of one sample from the training data, regeneration of the statistical model using the remaining data, and prediction of the outcome of the removed sample via the new model. Cross validation for each forecasting
Table 4.18: ROC assessment guidelines for a binary prediction algorithm utilizing logistic regression [9].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUROC</th>
<th>Predictive Capability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.90 - 1.00</td>
<td>Excellent Predictive Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.80 - 0.90</td>
<td>Good Predictive Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.70 - 0.80</td>
<td>Fair Predictive Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.60 - 0.70</td>
<td>Poor Predictive Power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.00 - 0.60</td>
<td>No Predictive Power</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stage was conducted using 50,000 bootstrapped datasets. Before each iteration one event is removed from the bootstrapped dataset selection process for validation purposes. This is repeated for each sample in the training set for a collection of detection thresholds that range between 0.0 and 1.0. If the resulting probability is greater than or equal to the threshold, the outcome of the event is declared to be true. If the probability is less than the threshold, the outcome of the event is declared to be false. Since the outcome of each of the training events is known, the number of TP, TN, FP, and FN detections can be determined as a function of the detection threshold, and plotted in ROC space.

An optimum decision line (detection threshold) for each stage of the algorithm is determined from the point on the ROC curve that is closest to the point of perfect classification (0,1). This threshold represents the best trade off between the TPR and FPR. Optimum detection thresholds are also used to derive accuracy and precision metrics for each stage of the algorithm.
4.3.1 Logistic Models

The bootstrapped LOO cross validation for each logistic model was conducted using a set of unique datasets. This allows for an independent and robust assessment of each model. ROC curves and AUROC estimates for the intrusion, eruption, and intensity logistic models are shown in Figure 4.48, Figure 4.50, and Figure 4.52. The results suggest the models have good predictive capabilities.

The number of TP, TN, FP, and FN detections at the optimized thresholds for each node are listed in Table 4.19 - Table 4.21. The validation results show the optimum decision threshold decreases across the nodes. In addition, values of TP and FN are decreasing, while the values of FP and TN are increasing across the nodes. The FPR estimates tend to increase, while the TPR estimates are fluctuating from node to node. Figure 4.49, Figure 4.51, and Figure 4.53 illustrate the accuracy and precision calculations for each of the ROC runs. These plots show accuracy estimates are fluctuating and precision values are decreasing at the optimized decision threshold across each node.

Table 4.19: Confusion matrix for the intrusion node with a decision threshold of 0.83, where the number of properly constrained GLMR run is 37649.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Prediction True</th>
<th>Prediction False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known True</td>
<td>18896</td>
<td>8401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known False</td>
<td>2718</td>
<td>7634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.48: Receiver Operating Characteristics for Equation 4.34. The AUROC value of approximately 0.78 suggests this node will have fair to good predictive capabilities. A TPR and FPR of 69% and 26% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold (0.83).
Figure 4.49: Accuracy and precision estimates for the intrusion logistic model, where an accuracy and precision of approximately 70% and 87% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold of 0.83 (shown in red).
Figure 4.50: Receiver Operating Characteristics for Equation 4.35. The AUROC value of approximately 0.79 suggests this node will have fair to good predictive capabilities. A TPR and FPR of 73% and 25% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold (0.38)
Figure 4.51: Accuracy and precision estimates for the eruption logistic model, where an accuracy and precision of approximately 74% and 69% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold of 0.38 (shown in red).
Figure 4.52: Receiver Operating Characteristics for Equation 4.36. The AUROC value of approximately 0.75 suggests this node will have fair to good predictive capabilities. A TPR and FPR of 72% and 29% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold (0.31)
Figure 4.53: Accuracy and precision estimates for the intensity logistic model, where an accuracy and precision of approximately 71% and 56% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold of 0.31 (shown in red).
Table 4.20: Confusion matrix for the eruption node with a decision threshold of 0.38, where the number of properly constrained GLMR run is 32476.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Prediction True</th>
<th>Prediction False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known True</td>
<td>10025</td>
<td>3732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known False</td>
<td>4589</td>
<td>14130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.21: Confusion matrix for the intensity node with a decision threshold of 0.31, where the number of properly constrained GLMR run is 35340.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Prediction True</th>
<th>Prediction False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known True</td>
<td>8614</td>
<td>3342</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known False</td>
<td>6759</td>
<td>16625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2 Event Tree Conditional Probabilities: Nodes 2-4

Cross validation of the conditional probability estimates for each node was conducted using the same bootstrapped LOO dataset. This was done to insure the assessment assumes statistical dependence across all nodes. Therefore, only the logistic models resulting from properly constrained GLMR’s runs, across all nodes, are used in the validation. ROC curves and AUROC estimates for the intrusion, eruption, and intensity conditional probabilities are shown in Figure 4.54, Figure 4.56, and Figure 4.58. AUROC estimates for the intrusion, eruption, and intensity nodes are 0.78, 0.80, and 0.77, which suggest the conditional probabilities have good prediction capability. In this case, the shape of each curve is similar to those derived from the individual logistic models.

The number of TP, TN, FP, and FN detections at the optimized thresholds for each node are listed in Table 4.22 - Table 4.24. Several interesting trends are observed across the nodes. First, the optimized detection thresholds are also decreasing across the nodes. Next, the number of TP and FN detections are decreasing, while the FP and TN detections are increasing at each node. Finally,
Figure 4.54: Receiver Operating Characteristics for the intrusion conditional probability. The AU-ROC value of approximately 0.78 suggests this node will have fair to good predictive capabilities. A TPR and FPR of 70% and 29% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold (0.91)

the FPR and TPR are increasing and decreasing, respectively. Figure 4.55, Figure 4.57, and Figure 4.59 illustrate the accuracy and precision calculations for each of the ROC runs. These plots also show accuracy estimates are fluctuating, while the precision values are decreasing at the optimized decision threshold across each node.
Figure 4.55: Accuracy and precision estimates for the intrusion logistic model, where an accuracy and precision of approximately 71% and 85% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold of 0.91 (shown in red).
Figure 4.56: Receiver Operating Characteristics for the eruption conditional probability. The AU-ROC value of approximately 0.80 suggests this node will have fair to good predictive capabilities. A TPR and FPR of 76% and 24% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold (0.52)
Figure 4.57: Accuracy and precision estimates for the eruption logistic model, where an accuracy and precision of approximately 76% and 72% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold of 0.52 (shown in red).
Figure 4.58: Receiver Operating Characteristics for intensity conditional probability. The AUROC value of approximately 0.77 suggests this node will have fair predictive capabilities. A TPR and FPR of 73% and 27% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold (0.44)
Figure 4.59: Accuracy and precision estimates for the intensity logistic model, where an accuracy and precision of approximately 73% and 62% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold of 0.44 (shown in red).
Table 4.22: Confusion matrix for the event tree intrusion node conditional probability with a decision threshold of 0.91, where the number of properly constrained GLMR run is 23559.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Prediction True</th>
<th>Prediction False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known True</td>
<td>11653</td>
<td>4877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known False</td>
<td>2045</td>
<td>4984</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.23: Confusion matrix for the event tree eruption node conditional probability with a decision threshold of 0.52, where the number of properly constrained GLMR run is 23559.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Prediction True</th>
<th>Prediction False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known True</td>
<td>7887</td>
<td>2455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known False</td>
<td>3136</td>
<td>10081</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.24: Confusion matrix for the event tree intensity node conditional probability with a decision threshold of 0.44, where the number of properly constrained GLMR run is 23559.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Prediction True</th>
<th>Prediction False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known True</td>
<td>6605</td>
<td>2405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known False</td>
<td>3965</td>
<td>10584</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.3 Event Tree Probabilities: Node 2-4

Cross validation of the event tree nodes is conducted in a manner similar to that performed in the previous section. ROC curves and AUROC estimates for the intrusion, eruption, and intensity event tree nodes are shown in Figure 4.60, Figure 4.62, and Figure 4.64. AUROC estimates are similar to those shown in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 and suggest the algorithm will have good forecasting capabilities.

The number of TP, TN, FP, and FN detections at the optimized thresholds for each node are listed in Table 4.25 - Table 4.27. Similar performance trends are observed. The optimized decision thresholds are decreasing across the nodes. The number of TP and FN detections are decreasing, while the FP and TN detections are increasing at each node. FPR and TPR values are decreasing.
Figure 4.60: Receiver Operating Characteristics for the intrusion event tree node. The AUROC value of approximately 0.78 suggests this node will have fair to good predictive capabilities. A TPR and FPR of 71% and 29% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold (0.91) and fluctuating, respectively. Figure 4.61, Figure 4.63, and Figure 4.65 illustrate the accuracy and precision calculations for each of the ROC runs. The figures show accuracy and precision values are increasing and decreasing, respectively, at the optimum decision threshold across the nodes.

Table 4.25: Confusion matrix for the event tree intrusion node with a decision threshold of 0.91, where the number of properly constrained GLMR run is 23481.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Prediction True</th>
<th>Prediction False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known True</td>
<td>11629</td>
<td>4801</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known False</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>5031</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.61: Accuracy and precision estimates for the intrusion logistic model, where an accuracy and precision of approximately 71% and 85% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold of 0.91 (shown in red).
Figure 4.62: Receiver Operating Characteristics for the eruption event tree node. The AUROC value of approximately 0.81 suggests this node will have fair to good predictive capabilities. A TPR and FPR of 75% and 21% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold (0.47)
Figure 4.63: Accuracy and precision estimates for the eruption logistic model, where an accuracy and precision of approximately 78% and 74% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold of 0.47 (shown in red).
Figure 4.64: Receiver Operating Characteristics for the intensity event tree node. The AUROC value of approximately 0.80 suggests this node will have fair to good predictive capabilities. A TPR and FPR of 73% and 19% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold (0.21)
Figure 4.65: Accuracy and precision estimates for the intensity logistic model, where an accuracy and precision of approximately 78% and 70% are obtained at the optimized decision threshold of 0.21 (shown in red).
Table 4.26: Confusion matrix for the event tree eruption node with a decision threshold of 0.47, where the number of properly constrained GLMR run is 23481.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Prediction True</th>
<th>Prediction False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known True</td>
<td>7796</td>
<td>2541</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known False</td>
<td>2706</td>
<td>10438</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.27: Confusion matrix for the event tree intensity node with a decision threshold of 0.21, where the number of properly constrained GLMR run is 23481.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Prediction True</th>
<th>Prediction False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Known True</td>
<td>6520</td>
<td>2449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known False</td>
<td>2740</td>
<td>11772</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4 Algorithm Implementation

Results generated from the bootstrapping and cross validation analysis were used to select the model formulations and detection thresholds for the final implementation of the forecasting algorithm. The selected models and corresponding thresholds are listed in Table 4.28. No detection threshold is required for the vent location nodes, since the most likely location is represented by the area showing the largest probability of occurrence relative to other areas within the deformed area. The values used for the \( P(n - 1|n) \) and \( P(n' - 1|n') \) components of the conditional probability estimate for each node are given by Equations 4.41 - 4.46. Each of the values were derived from Table 4.2, with the exception of Equation 4.43 which was taken from [21].

\[
P(1|2) = \frac{28}{41}
\]

(4.41)
\[ P(1\vert 2') = \frac{13}{41} \tag{4.42} \]

\[ P(2\vert 3) = 0.95 \tag{4.43} \]

\[ P(2\vert 3') = \frac{17}{41} \tag{4.44} \]

\[ P(3\vert 4) = \frac{27}{41} \tag{4.45} \]

\[ P(3\vert 4') = \frac{14}{41} \tag{4.46} \]

Table 4.28: Logistic models and corresponding decision thresholds used in final algorithm implementation, where SSOT stands for site specific outlier threshold and NA means not applicable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Model Definition</th>
<th>Decision Threshold</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unrest</td>
<td>Equation 4.28</td>
<td>SSOT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intrusion</td>
<td>Equation 4.34</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eruption</td>
<td>Equation 4.35</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>Equation 4.36</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vent Location</td>
<td>Equation 4.33</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Block diagrams highlighting the functionality of the forecasting algorithm are shown in Figure 4.66 and Figure 4.67. Once process is initiated at a selected volcano, it searches all available monitoring and modeling data for outliers on a day-by-day basis. As data is fed into the algorithm,
the user has the option to use the information to model the source of an event. Once the source has been determined, the modeling input parameter \( X_M \) is set to 1 if the unrest is the result of a magmatic intrusion or 0 otherwise. In addition, the algorithm provides a mechanism for a human analyst to override any of the automated results. This allows the analyst to introduce information that may not have been accounted for in the algorithm’s decision making process (e.g., personal experience or information not included in the training data).

Upon the detection of unrest, the algorithm’s trigger state vector transitions from 0 to 1. While in the trigger state, data corresponding to the appropriate explanatory variables are routed directly to nodes 2-5 for a user specified number of days. During this time the algorithm produces probability estimates for each node, a daily color coded hazard declaration, an unrest severity estimate (as described in Table 4.4), and a vent location probability map. Once the specified number of days has been reached, the trigger states returns to 0, and outlier detection is reinitialized.

Recalibration of the logistic models can be performed automatically upon the introduction of new samples into the training dataset. Once the models have been redefined and validated, the old models are replaced, and the new functionality is instantly available at all sites being monitored. This guarantees that all forecasting results are derived from the most current logistic models.
Figure 4.66: Schematic diagram showing the data flow to and from the forecasting algorithm.
Figure 4.67: Block diagram showing the internal functionality of the forecasting algorithm, where gray indicates processes internal to the algorithm, blue represents external data sources (e.g., monitoring data, analyst override), and green identifies products.
CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The volcanic eruption forecasting algorithm (VEFA) was tested on four unrest episodes occurring at volcanoes located in the Aleutian Islands, Iceland, Yellowstone National Park, and the Cascade Mountain range. Only the Aleutian example is part of the training data set. All other examples were not used in the logistic regression. A detailed discussion of each example is presented, which includes an overview of the volcanic setting, a discussion of the unrest episode’s evolution, applicable source modeling results, and a time series of volcanic activity forecasts. Results are also compared to comparable forecasts generated by the Bayesian Event Tree Eruption Forecasting (BETEF) 2.0 application, which is publicly available via the internet [25]. It should be noted that in each of the examples below, algorithm and episode day represent the number of days since the algorithms activation and the transition of the trigger state from 0 to 1, respectively.

5.1 Okmok Volcano

Okmok is an active shield volcano that comprises the northeastern portion of Umnak Island, which is located off Alaska’s west coast near the center of the Aleutian Arc (Figure 5.1). It has a large caldera complex that spans approximately 10 km in diameter, which was most likely formed 65 to 100 million years ago [11]. Okmok has a rich eruption history, where approximately 16 documented events have occurred since 1805 [127]. A list of observed events is shown in Table 5.1. The record shows there was considerable activity during the 1930s, a quiescent period throughout
Table 5.1: Okmok Eruption History [10], [11]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1805</td>
<td>Not an Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1817</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1824</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1878</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1899</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>Unknown Eruption Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>Unknown Eruption Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
<td>Not an Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Not an Eruption (Significant Seismic Activity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Explosive Eruption</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the 1970s, and period of sparse activity in late 1980s, mid 1990s and early 2000s. The most recent eruption took place on July 12, 2008.

Seismic activity on Umnak Island is monitored continuously by the AVO to detect precursors that may signal the onset of an eruption at this highly active volcano. The AVO seismic catalog (Figure 5.1) offers an abundance of information regarding the geophysical processes occurring within Okmok’s interior. The figure shows the location of the Okmok seismic network, blue triangles, which offers a good degree of coverage around the volcanic edifice, and the distribution of seismicity (red squares) across the island.
Figure 5.1: Location of Umnak Island within the Aleutian Arc, where triangles illustrate the island’s seismic network and red squares show the distribution of seismicity between 2002 and 2009. The seismic catalog is used in the statistical analysis discussed in Section 3.4.1.
5.1.1 Magma Supply Dynamics

The spatial variation of \( b \)-values across Umnak Island is shown in Figure 5.2 a, b, and, c. A large \( b \)-value anomaly is detected near the southwest flank of the caldera which extends approximately 8.0 km below its floor. The spatial extent of the anomaly grows with depth and becomes uniform at depths greater than 8.0 km. In addition, there is a region of low seismicity between the volumes of high and low \( b \)-values at a depth of approximately 4.0 km. The proximity of the \( b \)-value anomaly centroid and low seismicity zone signal the presence of a magma chamber approximately 4.0 km below the caldera floor.

Multi-year Interferograms spanning 1995-2008 were computed using the ROI PAC. Figure 5.3 shows a collection of selected interferograms, where the first and second columns are the actual and modeled images. Each of the modeled interferograms are computed using a source depth of 4.0 km (derived from the results shown in Section 3.4.1) and empirically derived values of \( C \). Over this time period both co- and post-1997 eruption deflation and inflation are captured. The results show continuous inflation has occurred beneath the caldera between 1997 and 2008 [7], [103], [130].

The temporal evolution of \( C \) and \( \Delta V \) between 1995 and 2008 is shown in Figure 5.4. The large deflation event occurring between 1995 and 1997 is attributed to Okmok’s 1997 eruption. Cumulative volumetric change in magma between 1995 and 2008, highlighted in red, is relative to the \( \Delta V \) computed for the 1995-1997 time frame. The figure shows magma replenishment occurring at a rate of approximately \( 7.0 \times 10^{-3} \) km\(^3\)/year between 1997 and 2008 [7], [103], [130].
Figure 5.2: Spatial variation of $b$-values across Umnak Island. a) 0.0 to 3.0 km depth range, where 0 represents the caldera floor. b) 3.0 to 8.0 km depth range. c) 8.0 to 43.0 km depth range [7].
In addition, the estimated volume within the chamber returns to the pre-1997 eruption state by June 2008, which is approximately one month prior to the 2008 eruption.

5.1.2 Forecasts Preceding Okmok’s 2008 Eruption

Figure 5.5 shows the outlier analysis results for the Okmok volcano based on data acquired between 2003 and 2008. Box plots show the distribution of seismicity rate per day, $M_L$, and vertical surface deformation measurements acquired by USGS GPS sensors, where points residing above the whiskers are outliers. The value separating each of the outliers from the typically observed values will serve as the unrest decision lines for each monitoring discipline, where thresholds of approximately 3.0 earthquakes events per day, $M_L$ of 2.6, and vertical surface deformation of 44.3 mm (at GPS site OKCE) are employed.

A time series plot of monitoring data versus the outlier thresholds is shown in Figure 5.6. The plots show several instances where the unrest thresholds are exceeded on one or more of the monitoring channels. In addition, continuous deformation is observed between 2000 and 2008. The forecasting algorithm is triggered when any monitoring measurement exceeds the detection threshold or positive modeling results are found. Moreover, the severity of the unrest episode will be determined by the number of triggers that occur simultaneously across different monitoring channels (see Section 4.2.5).

The forecasting algorithm was initiated on 2008-05-17 and triggered on the presence of positive modeling results on 2008-06-29. The unrest severity and trigger state vectors are shown in Figure 5.7 A and B. Since the algorithm triggered on positive modeling generated from InSAR
Figure 5.3: Multi-year interferograms highlighting deformation within the Okmok caldera [7]. Color scale for images shown in columns one and two highlight phase wrapping intervals which span $\pm \pi$ and $0 - 2.83$ cm for the actual and modeled interferograms. a) 1997-1998 b) 1998-1999 c)2000-2002 d) 2007-2008.
Figure 5.4: The scale factor $C$ (blue) and cumulative volumetric change in magma (red) between 1995 and 2008.

Figure 5.5: Boxplots highlighting the distribution of seismicity and deformation on Umnak island between 2003 and 2008, where the events per day and magnitude whiskers are set to 1.5 and the vertical GPS deformation measurements are 3 times the inter quartile range. Monitoring thresholds are 3.0 events per day, $m_l$ of 2.6, and 44.3 mm of deformation.
Figure 5.6: Time series of monitoring data acquired from the Okmok volcano between 2000 and 2011, where the red dotted lines are the outlier thresholds that are based on data in the blue window. Top panel: Interferograms highlighting surface deformation within the Okmok Caldera. Panel Two: Seismicity rate per day. Panel Three: Maximum magnitude per day. Panel Four: GPS data showing vertical displacement between late 2004 and early 2008. Data shown in panels two through four were acquired from the Alaska Volcano Observatory and the United States Geologic Survey.
data the unrest severity level is set to moderate (0.50). The severity declaration remains stable throughout the episode due to the lack of anomalous precursory seismicity (see Figure 5.8 A and B).

Figure 5.9 A shows a time series of intrusion, eruption, and intensity forecasts over the 13 days preceding Okmok’s 2008 eruption for each logistic model. The plot shows that the detected unrest has a high probability (approximately 0.77) of being the result of a magmatic intrusion. This estimate is essentially driven by source modeling results that show the surface deformation field is consistent with the expansion of a spherical magma chamber (see Figure 5.3). The eruption node forecasts are in the 0.41 to 0.42 range over the length of the time series. This result is driven, in part, by the positive modeling results and the historic eruption frequency at this site. Relatively low levels of seismicity are preventing the probability from exceeding 0.41 (see Figure 5.8 A and B). The probability that a potential eruption’s intensity will exceed a VEI of 1.0 is approximately 0.28, which is also low due to the lack of significant seismicity.

Figure 5.9 B shows a time series of the conditional probability estimates for the intrusion, eruption, and intensity nodes. The likelihood of a magmatic intrusion occurring, given the detection of unrest, is now approximately 0.88. The increase in the probability is driven by the fact that magmatic unrest is highly unlikely in the absence of fluid motion. This is reflected in the value of $P(1|2)$ in Equation 4.41, which was set to approximately 0.70 based on the number of unrest events that were confirmed to be the result of a magmatic intrusion in Table 4.2. The eruption and intensity conditional probabilities have also increased and are now in the 0.61 and 0.43 range over the course of the episode.
Figure 5.7: Algorithm state as a function of processing day. A) Unrest severity estimates per day, where a description of the states is listed in Table 4.4. B) Trigger state of the forecasting algorithm, where the trigger state transitioned from 0 to 1 on algorithm day 43.
Figure 5.8: Volcano monitoring data preceding Okmok’s 2008 eruption. A) Count and average ($X_{NE}$) number of earthquakes per episode day ($X_{DAYS}$), shown in blue and red. B) Count and average ($X_{CSM}$) seismic moment per episode day ($X_{DAYS}$), shown in blue and red.
Figure 5.9 C shows a time series of the event tree forecasts for the intrusion, eruption, and intensity nodes. Since the unrest node probability is always equal to 1.0 after its triggered, the intrusion probabilities are equal to the $P(2|1)$ values which remain relatively constant at 0.88. Eruption probability is slightly reduced, since the values of $P(2|1)$ are approximately 0.88, and is now in the 0.55 range. The probability that Okmok will erupt with an intensity greater than VEI 1.0 is approximately 0.23.

Figure 5.9 D shows a time series of the equivalent USGS ground-based hazard color code. The hazard declaration remains green throughout the evaluation period since the intrusion forecast never crosses the detection threshold. This result is consistent with the published USGS hazard level for Okmok over this time period. Intrusion probability estimates remain relatively constant at 0.88 over the course of the episode, which is just below the detection threshold. In addition, the eruption and intensity probabilities are both above their respective decision thresholds.

A time series of selected spatial PDFs highlighting probable volcanic vent locations are shown in Figure 5.10. The value of $J$ in Equation (4.33) is determined by the size and spatial resolution of the forecast area. Here the spatial resolution of each PDF is dictated by the DEM used for Umnak Island, which is 2 arc-seconds ($5.56e^{-4}\degree$). InSAR imagery and modeling results suggest the deformation source is located 4.0 km below the caldera center and has an isotropic radiation pattern that is approximately 11 km in diameter (see Figure 5.3). A square search area is used to simplify earthquake database queries within the deformed area. As a result, the PDF is quantitatively constrained to a 121 km$^2$ area. Since modeling results show deformation is occurring within the caldera, earthquakes located outside this area are ignored and the PDF is shaped by seismicity originating within the deformed region. The average epicenter uncertainty for the AVO
Figure 5.9: Forecasts of volcanic activity preceding Okmok’s 2008 eruption, where the intrusion, eruption, and intensity probabilities and thresholds are shown by the red, black, and blue, solid and dotted lines. A) Evolution of prior probability estimates as a function of episode day. B) Variation of conditional probability estimates. C) Probability of occurrence for event tree node. D) Equivalent USGS volcanic ground-hazard color code declaration.
network in 2008 is approximately 2.30 km [131]. Therefore, all $X_{seis}^j$ samples within 1.15 km of each epicenter are set to 1. In all cases, day numbers represent the time span used to constrain earthquake database queries, $J = 53,044$ probable locations, and all $X_{def}^j = 1$. Since no seismicity is detected inside the caldera on days 1 and 4, a uniform distribution covers the extent of the theoretical deformation field, which indicates the vent is equally likely to form anywhere within the deformed region. Over the next thirteen days, seismic activity accumulates and the spatial PDF begins to highlight a preferred vent location in the northeast section of the caldera.
On episode day 14 (2008-07-12) an explosive eruption of intensity (VEI) 4 occurred in the northeast corner of the caldera. In this case the algorithm provided probability estimates of 0.88, 0.55, and 0.23 that an intrusive unrest event would culminate to an eruption that will exceed a VEI of 1. It also correctly identified the caldera’s northeast corner as the most likely vent location. The color code level was set to green throughout the episode. Hazard level upgrades can only occur when the event tree decision thresholds are exceeded in order of increasing specificity. Since the intrusion estimate remains below the decision threshold, the color code estimate remains at green for the duration of the episode. If additional seismicity had occurred, the hazard level would have been elevated to red. This episode is as example where the volcano broke its historic eruption trend [132]. This event was significantly different from previous eruptions, due to its hydrovolcanic nature, lack of lava flows, and absence of precursory seismicity [133]. The anomalous nature of this event lead to the under estimation of its potential hazard. However, the proximity of the intrusion probability to the detection threshold may have compelled a human analyst to elevate the hazard level.

5.2 Yellowstone Caldera, Wyoming

The Yellowstone Caldera and Snake River valley are well known for displaying elevated signs of magmatic and tectonic activity [134], [135]. Between 2005 and 2010 an unprecedented episode of magmatic unrest took place within the Yellowstone caldera. Through extensive source modeling, this episode was determined to be the result a complex magmatic intrusion occurring beneath the park [118]. Figure 5.11 shows the location of two earthquake sequences that occurred
within the caldera in 2008 (red) and 2010 (blue) as a result of the intrusion episode. Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 highlight the collocation of each earthquake sequence with regions having large surface deformation gradients. In each case, deformation surfaces, shown as contours, are computed from measurements acquired by a suite of GPS sensor located throughout Yellowstone National Park. GPS data used to derived surface deformation fields are shown in Appendix F.

The 2010 Yellowstone sequence was selected for computing the expressions shown in Section 4.4 and was not used to train the logistic models. The incorporation of this episode into the training dataset resulted in an unnatural decrease in the probability of eruption in the presence of elevated levels of seismicity. Since this behavior contradicts reality, it was removed from the logistic training dataset and used as a test case for the VEFA.
Figure 5.12: Correlation between the 12/2008-1/2009 Lake Yellowstone sequence and surface deformation derived from continuous GPS measurements, where the red triangles show the location of the USGS GPS sensors, the red squares show the USGS Yellowstone earthquake catalog between 11/2008 and 03/2009, and the contours represent surface deformation in millimeters.

Figure 5.13: Correlation between the 2010 Yellowstone earthquake sequence and surface deformation derived from continuous GPS measurements, where the red triangles show the location of the USGS GPS sensors, the red squares show the USGS Yellowstone earthquake catalog between 12/2010 and 09/2011, and the contours represent surface deformation in millimeters.
Figure 5.14: Boxplots highlighting the distribution of seismicity and deformation within the Yellowstone caldera between 2005 and 2008, where the events per day and magnitude whiskers are set to 1.5 and the vertical GPS deformation measurements are 3 times the inter quartile range. Monitoring thresholds are 16.0 events per day, $M_L$ of 2.42, and 18.3 mm of deformation.

5.2.1 Eruption Forecasts for the 2010 Yellowstone Earthquake Sequence

Figure 5.14 shows the outlier analysis results for the Yellowstone caldera based on data acquired between 2005 and 2008. In this case, the unrest detection thresholds for each monitoring discipline are 16.0 earthquakes events per day, $M_L$ of 2.42, and vertical surface deformation of 18.3 mm (at GPS site P711). GPS station P711 was selected for this example due to its proximity to the 2010 sequence.

Forecasts of volcanic activity are initiated 90 days before the conclusion of the episode. On 2009-12-18 the algorithm was initiated and triggered on anomalous seismic activity on 2009-
The unrest severity and trigger state vectors are shown in Figure 5.15 A and B. Positive modeling results were injected into the algorithm 3 days after its initial detection of unrest. This was done to simulate the potential delay associated with a rapid modeling study that may be conducted upon the surprise detection of unrest at a monitored volcano. Severity declarations fluctuate throughout the episode due to the elevated periods of anomalous seismicity (see Figure 5.16 A and B). Estimates begin low, elevate to moderate upon the injection of positive modeling results, and reach extreme during elevated periods of seismicity between episode days 31 and 48.

Figure 5.17 A shows a time series of intrusion, eruption, and intensity forecasts for each of the logistic models. The plot shows the unrest event has an extremely high probability of being the result of a magmatic intrusion. This estimate is the result of the positive modeling results and the extraordinarily high levels of seismic activity within the caldera (see Figure 5.16 A and B). However, the probability of eruption is extremely low and ranges between 0.05 at the episode onset, rises to 0.34, and eventually settles near 0.25. This result is not surprising since Yellowstone has not erupted in over a millennium. This is an example of the ERH value preventing the eruption forecast from being over inflated and not reflecting reality. Intensity estimates are also extremely high. Given the amount of activity and positive modeling results, if the volcano were to erupt it would be a cataclysmic event.

Figure 5.17 B shows a time series of intrusion, eruption, and intensity conditional probability estimates for event tree nodes 2, 3, and 4. Since the initial estimates for the intrusion and intensity nodes were essentially 1.0, there is little change in the probabilities of these events. The eruption probability has been elevated slightly due to the high intrusion probability.
Figure 5.15: Algorithm state as a function of processing day. A) Unrest severity estimates per day, where a description of the states is listed in Table 4.4. B) Trigger state of the forecasting algorithm, where the trigger state transitioned from 0 to 1 on algorithm day 8.
Figure 5.16: Volcano monitoring data preceding the 2010 Yellowstone earthquake sequence. A) Count and average ($X_{NE}$) number of earthquakes per episode day ($X_{DAYS}$), shown in blue and red. B) Count and average ($X_{CSM}$) seismic moment per episode day ($X_{DAYS}$), shown in blue and red.
Figure 5.17 C shows a time series of intrusion, eruption, and intensity forecasts generated by the event tree framework. There is no change in the intrusion estimate, since the probability of unrest is equal to 1.0. The eruption probability also remains unchanged since the unrest and intrusion probabilities are essentially equal to 1.0. Eruption probability estimates range between 0.05 on day 1, peaks at 0.54 on day 35, and settles to approximately 0.44 on day 88. Given the intensity estimate was set to 1.0 by the previous processes, the new estimate is now in lock step with the eruption forecast. Therefore, the chance of a violent eruption at Yellowstone resulting from this unrest event is, on average, approximately 0.45 over the course of the episode.

A time series of the USGS color code declarations are shown in Figure 5.17 D. This episode begins as a yellow event, drops to green for one day and increases to yellow for 22 days. During the rapid onset of high levels of seismicity, the algorithm elevates the episode to red for 34 days. Several days after the conclusion of the earthquake sequence, the episode is downgraded to yellow and remains there for its duration.

A time series of selected spatial PDFs highlighting probable volcanic vent locations within the Yellowstone Caldera are shown in Figure 5.18. In this case, the spatial resolution of the DEM is 1 arc-seconds (2.78e-4°). Since the average epicenter uncertainty for the Yellowstone seismic network is unknown, a value of 2.3 km is assumed for demonstration purposes. As a result of this assumption, all $X_{seis}^j$ samples within 1.15 km of each epicenter are set to 1. Due to the initial absence of modeling information, the map for Day 1 shows probable vent locations scatter over the Snake River Valley. Initially, the search area spans 14140 km², $J=20,744,274$, and all $X_{d0}^{j} = 0$. Published modeling results and deformation maps shown in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 indicate the uplift is caused by a large sill (magmatic intrusion with a horizontal orientation) beneath the
Figure 5.17: Forecasts of volcanic activity preceding the 2010 Yellowstone earthquake sequence, where the intrusion, eruption, and intensity probabilities and thresholds are shown by the red, black, and blue, solid and dotted lines. A) Evolution of prior probability estimates as a function of episode day. B) Variation of conditional probability estimates. C) Probability of occurrence for event tree node. D) Volcanic ground hazard color code declaration.
This information is injected into the algorithm seven days after initiation. As a result, the forecast area is constrained to a 81 km by 55 km rectangular, which reduces the search area to 4455 km$^2$ area, $J = 6,534,594$ probable locations, and all $X_{def}^j = 1$. Over the next 80 days, seismic activity accumulates and the spatial PDF begins to highlight a preferred vent location which resides in the western corner of the park. On day 80 activity subsided without the onset of an eruption.

5.3 Grimsvötn Volcano, Iceland

Grimsvötn is located approximately 200m below the northwestern portion of the Vatnajökull icecap in southeastern Iceland (see Figure 5.19). This volcano is among the most active in Iceland. It has erupted approximately 29 times over the last 211 years, where five have occurred within the last 100 years (e.g., 1938, 1983, 1998, 2004, and 2011) [127]. Its 2011 eruption began on 21 May, 2011, which is approximately 13 months after the now infamous 2010 Eyjafjallajökull eruption. Like its predecessor, it produced large ash clouds that extended approximately 20km into the atmosphere which disrupted European air traffic for several days [136].

Since Grimsvötn is a subglacial volcano, InSAR techniques cannot be used to search for surface deformation. Therefore, GPS data is required to identify deformation consistent with a magmatic intrusion. GPS data acquired by Icelandic Meteorological Office stations posted on the Icelandic Institute of Earth Science (IES) website was used to estimate the Mogi source parameters for this episode [137], [138]. The GPS stations (GRIM and GFUM) are located approximately 3km from the caldera center. Ground motion measurements acquired by these instruments appear...
Figure 5.18: Spatial Probability Density Maps for Yellowstone Caldera.
to be identical. There is, however, a substantial difference in the sampling frequency between the stations, where GRIM is approximately one sample per 30 days and GFUM is approximately 1 sample per day. Both sensors show continuous uplift at the site following the 2004 eruption, which increases at almost linear rate between 2005 and 2011. This same pattern of activity was also observed for the five years prior to the 2004 eruption.

Mogi source model parameters were derived using vertical and horizontal ground motion measurements from GFUM. The analysis technique and assumptions used to determined the source parameters for this episode are similar to those used to study the 1998 eruption [94]. The intrusion source depth was estimated by taking the ratio of Equations 2.1 and 2.2 and solving for $d$, which is estimated by $(\Delta h(r)/\Delta r(r))r = d$. Vertical and horizontal displacements are measured directly from the GPS records and the location of the intrusion is assumed to reside beneath the caldera.
center \((r = 3.0 \text{ km})\). Resulting source parameters derived eight months before and approximately 30 days after the 2011 eruption are shown in Table 5.2. The results of this analysis are similar to those from the 1998 eruption, where the estimated source depth was 1.62 km [94].

Table 5.2: Estimated Mogi source parameters derived from GFUM approximately 240 before and 30 days after the 2011 Grimsvötn Eruption, where positive and negative values of \(C\) indicate uplift or subsidence occurred and positive and negative values of \(\Delta V\) mean material was acquired or expelled.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>(\Delta \text{h})</th>
<th>(\Delta \text{r})</th>
<th>(d)</th>
<th>(C)</th>
<th>(\Delta \text{V})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre-eruption</td>
<td>40 mm</td>
<td>36 mm</td>
<td>3.00 km</td>
<td>0.0011 (km^3)</td>
<td>0.0068 (km^3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-eruption</td>
<td>250 mm</td>
<td>468 mm</td>
<td>1.60 km</td>
<td>-0.0061 (km^3)</td>
<td>-0.0383 (km^3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vent location search area is estimated using Equation 2.1 and the pre-eruption source parameters shown in Table 5.2. Resulting deformation profiles are shown in Figure 5.20. Based on the modeling results a search radius of 17km is used to constrain the vent location process.

5.3.1 Forecasts Preceding Grimsvötn’s 2011 Eruption

The VEFA was used to assess the possibility of volcanic activity at Grimsvötn preceding its 2011 eruption. Since the raw GPS data from GFUM is not available and InSAR techniques will not work in this situation, only seismic data was used for unrest detection. The boxplots shown in Figure 5.21 represent the distributions of the number or earthquakes per day and earthquake magnitudes between 2005 and 2011. The seismic unrest thresholds used for this volcano are 8.0 events per day and a magnitude of 2.27.

Monitoring was initiated on 2010-11-24 and triggered on an anomalously large seismic event \((M_L 3.54)\) on 2010-11-25. Unrest severity estimates and trigger state vector are shown
Figure 5.20: Estimated extent of the deformation field preceding Grimsvötn 2011 eruption.
Figure 5.21: Boxplots highlighting the distribution of seismicity and deformation beneath the Grimsvötn caldera between 2005 and 2011, where the events per day and magnitude whiskers are set to 1.5 time the inter quartile range. Monitoring thresholds are 8.0 events per day and a $m_l$ of 2.27
in Figure 5.22 A and B. The rapidly fluctuating unrest severity is caused by elevated periods of anomalous seismicity throughout the episode (See Figure 5.23 A and B). On algorithm day 136, positive modeling results were injected into the algorithm. This is meant to simulate potential delays associated with manual source modeling exercises that may be initiated upon the detection of unrest.

Figure 5.24 A, B, and C show a time series of intrusion, eruption, and intensity forecasts for each stage of the algorithm. Initially, activity forecasts shown in Figure 5.24 C fluctuate between 0.60 - 0.79, 0.18 - 0.20, and 0.04 - 0.09 for the intrusion, eruption, and intensity estimates. The large variation in forecasts are due to the rapidly changing seismic conditions at the site. Forecast probabilities increase dramatically upon the injection of positive modeling results into the algorithm. Revised forecasts suggest this event has a 0.91 probability of being caused by a magmatic intrusion, a 0.68 probability of culminating to an eruption, and a 0.24 of probability exceeding an intensity of 1.0.

The color code declarations shown in Figure 5.24 D change dramatically over the course of the episode. Initial results place the hazard level as green. Upon the determination that the event is the result of a magmatic intrusion, the hazard level immediately jumps to red. This declaration suggests that an eruption of greater than VEI 1.0 may be imminent.

A time series of selected spatial PDFs highlighting probable volcanic vent locations at Grimsvötn are shown in Figure 5.25. Here the spatial resolution of the grid is also 1 arc-seconds (2.78e-4°). Since the average epicenter uncertainty for the Icelandic seismic network is unknown a value of 2.3km is assumed for demonstration purposes. Thus, all \( X_{\text{seis}} \) samples within 1.15 km of each epicenter are set to 1. Due to the absence of modeling information, maps for days 1 and
Figure 5.22: Algorithm state as a function of processing day. A) Unrest severity estimates per day, where a description of the states is listed in Table 4.4. B) Trigger state of the forecasting algorithm, where the trigger state transitioned from 0 to 1 on algorithm day 2.
Figure 5.23: Volcano monitoring data preceding Grimsvötn 2011 eruption. A) Count and average ($X_{NE}$) number of earthquakes per episode day ($X_{DAYS}$), shown in blue and red. B) Count and average ($X_{CSM}$) seismic moment per episode day ($X_{DAYS}$), shown in blue and red.
Figure 5.24: Forecasts of volcanic activity preceding Grimsvötn 2011 eruption, where the intrusion, eruption, and intensity probabilities and thresholds are shown by the red, black, and blue, solid and dotted lines. A) Evolution of prior probability estimates as a function of episode day. B) Variation of conditional probability estimates. C) Probability of occurrence for event tree node. D) Volcanic ground hazard color code declaration.
37 show probable vent locations are scatter over the Vatnajökull icecap. Initially, the search area spans 2979 km$^2$, $J=7,094,495$, and all $X_{def}^j = 0$. Modeling results shown in Figure 5.20 suggest the deformation source is located approximately 3.33 km below the caldera center and has an isotropic radiation pattern that is approximately 34 km in diameter. This information provides the justification to quantitatively constrain the PDF to a square search area spanning 1156 km$^2$, reduce $J$ to 2,788,920 probable locations, and set all $X_{def}^j = 1$. As seismic activity accumulates over time, the spatial PDF begins to highlight a preferred vent location. Maps computed for Days 134, and 177 show the most likely area for vent formation is in the eastern portion of the caldera.

Grimsvötn erupted on algorithm day 179. Much like the Eyjafjallajökull eruption of 2010, this event disrupted transatlantic and European air traffic for several days. Due to the recent nature of this event, official source modeling results, vent location, and eruption intensity estimates have not been published.

5.4 Mount Saint Helens

Mount Saint Helens is an active stratovolcano that is part of the Cascade Mountain Range and is located in the southwestern region of Washington state. It has erupted approximately fourteen times since 1800, which includes four in the last 30 years. The most recent eruption began in 2004 and subsided in 2008[127]. Its most notable eruption occurred in 1980. This episode was initiated by a large earthquake caused by a rapid magmatic intrusion. The earthquake triggered a slope collapse that resulted in explosive decompression of volatiles contained within the mountain. The ensuing explosion and VEI 5 eruption destroyed the top section of the mountain (reducing
Figure 5.25: Spatial Probability Density Maps for volcanic activity preceding Grimsvötn 2011 eruption, where the black ellipse outlines the approximate area of the caldera.
its elevation by approximately 1000 feet), inflicted massive damage on the surrendering area, and resulted in the death of some local residents and a USGS volcanologist.

In mid February 2011 a magnitude 4.3 earthquake occurred approximately 15 km north of the 1980 eruption crater. A map highlighting the location of the earthquake and its associated aftershock sequence is shown in Figure 5.26. Examination of the available data for this sequence indicates its origin is tectonic in nature and not the result of a new magmatic intrusion. Moment tensor solutions published by the University of Washington using the Pacific Northwest Seismic Network (PNSN) show the main shock having a strike slip faulting mechanism which is typical for tectonic earthquakes. Moreover, examination of GPS data acquired by the three nearest stations show not appreciable surface deformation associated with this event (See Appendix G). Since there is no indication that a magmatic intrusion is taking place, the $X_{MM}$ parameter is set to negative (0) for the duration of the episode.

5.4.1 Eruption Forecasts for the 2011 Earthquake Sequence

Figure 5.27 shows the outlier analysis results for the Mount Saint Helens area based on data acquired between 2007 and 2011. Estimated unrest thresholds for each monitoring discipline are 3.0 earthquakes events per day, $M_L$ of 3.1, and vertical surface deformation of 23.3 mm per day (at GPS site JRO1). GPS station JRO1 was selected for this example due to its proximity to the sequence.

The algorithm was initiated on 2010-12-31 and triggered on elevated levels of seismicity on 2011-01-27. A time series of unrest severity estimates and the trigger state vector are shown
Figure 5.26: Location of a small earthquake sequence that occurred between January and March of 2011 relative to Mount Saint Helens, where earthquake epicenters are shown by red squares.
Figure 5.27: Boxplots highlighting the distribution of at Mount Saint Helens between 2007 and 2011, where the events per day and magnitude whiskers are set to 1.5 and the vertical GPS deformation measurements are 3 time the inter quartile range range. Monitoring thresholds are 3.0 events per day, $m_l$ of 3.1, and 23.3 mm of deformation.
in Figure 5.28 A and B. The figures show the processing triggering on algorithm day 26. Unrest severity estimates are essentially flat with the exception of several spikes occurring on algorithm day 27, 29, 30, 45, and 46, where the last two bursts of activity are associated to the February 2011 sequence.

Volcanic activity forecasts shown in Figure 5.30 A, B, and C illustrate intrusion, eruption, and intensity estimates from nodes 2, 3, and 4. Figure C shows all event tree forecasts fall below their respective detection thresholds. Intrusion probabilities are initially in the 0.60 range and drop to the 0.37 range as the level of average seismicity per day decreases (see Figure 5.29). On algorithm day 14 all forecast models stabilize and remain relatively constant for the duration of the episode. Final activity forecasts for this episode range between 0.37 - 0.60, 0.05 - 0.09, and 0.01 - 0.03 that a magmatic intrusion is occurring and will result in an eruption that will exceed a VEI of 1.0. The color code declarations shown in Figure 5.30 D remain at green for the entire episode, which is consistent with the hazard level published by the USGS.

A time series of selected spatial PDFs highlighting probable volcanic vent locations near Mount Saint Helens are shown in Figure 5.31. The spatial resolution of the DEM used in this example is 1 arc-seconds (2.78e-4°). Since no notable deformation can be attributed to this event, no quantitative constraint on the forecast area is available. As a result, a 20 km square search area is used and the resulting PDF spans a 400 km² area. Since, the average epicenter uncertainty for the Pacific North West Seismic Network is also unknown, a value of 2.3 km is assumed for demonstration purposes. As a result of the assumptions, all $X_{seis}^j$ samples within 1.15 km of each epicenter are set to 1, $J = 1,360,800$ probable locations, and all $X_{def}^j = 0$. Over the course of the 33 day episode, seismic activity accumulates and the spatial PDF highlights a preferred vent location.
Figure 5.28: Algorithm state as a function of processing day. A) Unrest severity estimates per day, where a description of the states is listed in Table 4.4. B) Trigger state of the forecasting algorithm, where the trigger state transitioned from 0 to 1 on algorithm day 28.
Figure 5.29: Volcano monitoring data preceding the 2011 Mount Saint Helens earthquake sequence. A) Count and average ($X_{NE}$) number of earthquakes per episode day ($X_{DAYS}$), shown in blue and red. B) Count and average ($X_{CSM}$) seismic moment per episode day ($X_{DAYS}$), shown in blue and red.
Figure 5.30: Forecasts of volcanic activity preceding the 2011 Mount Saint Helens earthquake sequence, where the intrusion, eruption, and intensity probabilities and thresholds are shown by the red, black, and blue, solid and dotted lines. A) Evolution of prior probability estimates as a function of episode day. B) Variation of conditional probability estimates. C) Probability of occurrence for event tree node. D) Volcanic ground hazard color code declaration.
to the north of the 1980 eruption crater. Maps computed for days 1, 3, 25, and 33 show the most likely area for vent formation is north of the mountain near Sprit Lake. The large distance between the potential vent and the location of previous activity at Mount Saint Helens show how different this episode is from previous events, which reinforces the low probabilities produced by the VEFA.
5.5 Algorithm Comparisons

The results generated by the VEFA are compared to those derived from the BETEF v2.0 application. The BETEF tool was developed by Warner Marzocchi, Laura Sandri, and Jacopo Selva of the INGV and is freely available via the internet. It employs the statistical processing methodology described in Section 4.2.1 (bullets two and three) and several peer reviewed publications (e.g., [23], [25]). In order to use the tool, unique statistical models must be developed for each volcano being monitored. This means each instance of the application uses a set of assumptions and statistical models that are only valid for a specific volcano. These models are non-transportable and have no defined false positive rate or optimized detection threshold. All model weighting coefficients and detection thresholds used by this application are selected subjectively by the user at the time of their development.

The models used for each example were trained using monitoring and modeling data acquired from the most recent unrest episode preceding the event under test. Modeling results ($X_{MM}$) were included in the BETEF training set to determine their influence on its forecasting capability. Since eruption history is built directly into the BETEF model during the design process, the $ERH$ parameter is not required as a real time input. Weighting coefficients for each of the BETEF input parameters ($X_{NE}$, $X_{CSM}$, $X_{MM}$, and $X_{DAYS}$) were set to 1. All VEFA and BETEF forecasts are based on the same input data to ensure the comparability of results. The median value of the BETEF forecast is used for comparison purposes in all examples shown below. Detailed information regarding each BETEF forecast and its associated input parameters are shown in Appendix H.
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Intrusion forecast comparisons for each of the previous examples are shown in Figure 5.32 A, B, C, and D. There are substantial differences between the forecasts for Okmok and Mount Saint Helens. In both cases, the results provided by the VEFA are driven by source modeling results since there is little seismicity associated with these episodes. The BETEF does not appear to use the supplied modeling information to effectively predict the outcome of the episode. Intrusion probability estimates for the Yellowstone and Grimsvötn episodes are in very good agreement with one another. However, both of these episodes have a substantial amount of associated seismicity which is likely driving the BETEF’s predictions.

Eruption forecast comparisons are shown in Figure 5.33 A, B, C, and D. The large difference between the Okmok and Mount Saint Helens forecasts is still observed, where the results differ on average by 0.6 and 0.7, respectively. This discrepancy is likely due to the lack of seismicity associate with these episodes and the VEFA’s ability to properly assimilate source modeling information. Forecasts generated for the Yellowstone and Grimsvötn episodes are fairly similar. However, this agreement is again most likely due to the high levels of seismicity produced by these episodes.

A comparison of eruption intensity estimates are shown in Figure 5.34 A, B, C, and D. Forecasts for the Yellowstone episode are significantly different, while the results for Okmok, Grimsvötn and Mount Saint Helens are fairly consistent. The discrepancy in the Yellowstone forecasts further highlight the influence the modeling results have on the VEFA’s forecasts. This is most apparent in the Yellowstone example, where the VEFA’s knowledge of the source and the extreme levels of associated seismicity are driving its intensity predictions significantly higher than the BETEF’s.
Figure 5.32: Intrusion probability comparisons for selected episode days, where each time sample is highlighted with a circle and the VEFA and BETEF results are shown in blue and red. The VEFA outperforms or produces results comparable to the BETEF in all cases. A) Okmok 2008. B) Yellowstone 2010. C) Grimsvötn 2011. D) Mount Saint Helens 2011.
Figure 5.33: Eruption probability comparisons for selected episode days, where each time sample is highlighted with a circle and the VEFA and BETEF results are shown in blue and red. The VEFA outperforms or produces results comparable to the BETEF in all cases. A) Okmok 2008. B) Yellowstone 2010. C) Grimsvötn 2011. D) Mount Saint Helens 2011.
Figure 5.34: Intensity probability comparisons for selected episode days, where each time sample is highlighted with a circle and the VEFA and BETEF results are shown in blue and red. The VEFA outperforms or produces results comparable to the BETEF in all cases. A) Okmok 2008. B) Yellowstone 2010. C) Grimsvøtn 2011. D) Mount Saint Helens 2011.
CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS

An algorithm that forecasts volcanic activity using an established event tree analysis system and logistic regression has been developed, characterized, and validated. The suite of empirical logistic models that drive the system were derived from a geographically diverse dataset comprised of source modeling results, monitoring data, and the historic behavior of analog volcanoes. This allows the algorithm to simultaneously utilize this information in its decision making process. A bootstrapping analysis of the training dataset allowed for the estimation of robust logistic model coefficients. Probabilities generated from the logistic models increase with positive modeling results, escalating seismicity, and high eruption frequency and decrease with increasing episode length. The cross validation analysis produced a series of ROC curves with AUROC values in the 0.78 - 0.81 range, which indicate the algorithm has good predictive capabilities. In addition, ROC curves also allowed for the determination of the false positive rate and optimum detection threshold for each stage of the algorithm.

This dissertation has demonstrated the utility of employing logistic regression to derive a viable suite of empirical statistical models from a sparse and geographically diverse dataset for forecasting the outcome of complex volcanic unrest episodes. Probabilities and ground based hazard estimates for the Yellowstone, Grimsvötn, and Mount Saint Helens episodes are consistent with the actual outcome of these episodes. The green hazard declaration for the Okmok episode is not unreasonable given the absence of precursory seismicity and the sudden onset of the eruption. Probabilities generated by each stage of the VEFA for the Okmok either exceed or were just below their respective detection thresholds. This highlights a situation where a human analyst may decide
to override the automatic VEFA result and manually elevate the intrusion probability to force the hazard declaration to go red.

Modeling results had a significant influence on the probability estimates for each node. This is reflected in the relatively large logistic coefficients assigned to $X_{MM}$, which carried the largest value in two out of three cases. The CDFs shown in Figure 4.19, Figure 4.34, and Figure 4.47 indicate its influence on the probability degrades between nodes 2, 3, and 4. This result make sense, because the presence of fluid motion alone does not guarantee escalating volcanic activity. Probability estimates for node 2 should be significantly higher with positive modeling result, since its function is to forecast the presence of fluid motion. However, there is no guarantee an eruption will occur in the presence of fluid motion. Furthermore, the intensity of an eruption is a not function of the presence moving fluids. Rather, it is the fluid’s chemical composition, accumulate rate, and the amount pressure exerted on its storage vessel that dictates intensity. Thus degradation of the modeling results influence on the probability estimates generated by later nodes is consistent with eruption mechanics.

Results show the quality of vent location estimates varies as a function of the information used in its construction. PDFs generated exclusively from seismic data were spread over a broad area, are highly fragmented, and do not convey any information about probable vent locations in regions exhibiting no seismicity (see Appendix B). This can lead to false conclusions regarding potential vent locations and adversely effect a response to a developing volcanic crisis. The deformation signal and modeling information improved PDF quality by providing a quantitative spatial constraint that cannot be obtained from seismic data alone. The spatial PDFs produced for Okmok, Yellowstone, and Grimsvötn were confined to areas known to be experiencing the effects of magma
ascent and shaped by monitoring data originating within the deformed area. As a result, forecasts are focused on areas that are directly affected by magma ascent and not those exhibiting unrelated forms of geologic activity. The lack of a deformation signal at Mount Saint Helens forced the consideration of a large search area, where the likely vent is estimated to be approximately 15 from the 1980 eruption crater.

The ability of this process to adapt to the dynamic conditions typically observed during a developing volcanic crisis was demonstrated by the spatial PDF time series examples shown in Sections 5.1.2, 5.2.1, 5.3.1, and 5.4.1. PDFs were modified as a function of the spatiotemporal distribution of seismicity and the availability of deformation data over the evaluation period. The time varying forecasts highlight areas within the deformed region where magma ascent may be causing multiple forms of collocated volcanic unrest due to sudden changes in fluid motion, pressure regimes, and or thermal alteration of country rock.

A comparison of the performance between the VEFA and BETEF further illustrates the power of using source modeling information to produce short-term forecasts. Source modeling data significantly enhanced the VEFA’s forecasting capabilities, especially in situations where little or no associated seismicity exists. This point is confirmed by the differences in the BETEF and VEFA intrusion and eruption forecasts for Okmok and Mount Saint Helens. In both cases, the VEFA leveraged source modeling information to confirm or deny the observed unrest was the result of fluid motion. While the BETEF was also given this information during the development and evaluation of its statistical models, it was unable to make the physical connection between the input data and the source of the unrest. Therefore, the BETEF was unable to produce realistic forecasts in situations where little or no precursory seismicity was present. Comparison results
suggest that a static suite of empirical statistical models derived from a geographically diverse and sparse dataset are transportable and can compete with, and in some cases outperform, non-transportable empirical models trained exclusively from site specific information.

To the best of the authors knowledge, this is the first time logistic regression is used to forecast volcanic activity. Furthermore, the derivation of optimized detection thresholds allowed for the quantification of the USGS color code and the determination of an associated false positive rate. This was made possible by the data contained in the volcanic unrest database constructed exclusively for this research. The incorporation of source modeling data into the event tree’s decision making process has begun the transition of volcano monitoring applications from simple mechanized pattern recognition algorithms to a physical model based system. This dissertation shows the VEFA has potential for forecasting volcanic activity at various locations throughout the world. Moreover, it can potentially aid civil authorities in determining the proper response to an impending eruption and can be easily implemented by a NVEWS. It should be stressed, however, that this algorithm is meant to assist and not replace the volcanologist in assessing the potential hazard associated with volcanic unrest episodes. Its results should be weighed carefully against a scientist’s personnel experience and all other available information. It must also be stressed that low probability of occurrence means the event is unlikely, but not impossible. There will be situations where an unlikely event will occur.
6.1 Future Work

Future work will focus on expanding the training dataset. Emphasis will be placed on identifying additional dependent variables that can further enhance the predictive power of the algorithm. The Earth Observatory of Singapore, Nanyang Technological University, is leading a research initiative to develop a global volcanic unrest database referred to as WOVOdat [139]. This database will contain observations from various monitoring technologies and source modeling results from volcanoes all over the world. However, this database is still under construction and not open to the public. Once available, each of the logistic models will be redefined to exploit this diverse and comprehensive database.
APPENDIX A: SAR PROCESSOR OVERVIEW
A.1 Introduction

The goal of evaluation is to identify the SAR processing tools necessary to conduct the work outlined in this dissertation. Since the subject of InSAR signal processing has been studied extensively over the last twenty years and is not the primary focus of this research, one of the many freely available processing packages were considered for producing the interferograms necessary to achieve Mr. Junek’s scientific goals [36][37][4][38][39][40][34][41][42]. Therefore, an evaluation of the available processing packages was required to identify the one best suited for this research.

A.1.1 ROI PAC

The ROI PAC is an open source InSAR processing application that was developed by Caltech and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [43]. ROI PAC is freely available for downloaded from the Open Channel Foundation website [44]. The download tar file contained source code and a collection of test data to determine if the compilation was successful. One major compilation problem was encountered and solved by upgrading the workstation RAM from 512 MB to 1.5 GB. Successful processing of the ROI PAC test data set confirmed the software was installed correctly and functioning properly.

ROI PAC is essentially a collection of PERL scripts that call a series of C and FORTRAN functions that perform all of the computationally intense processing. It handles all aspect of InSAR processing from the initial data formatting to the creation of geocoded differential InSAR images.
The software is controlled by a simple parameter file that points to two SAR images of the same scene, a DEM, and specifies the processing options the user wishes to invoke. A high level block diagram of the ROI PAC processing algorithm is shown in Figure A.1. First, two raw data (level 0) files and precision orbit information are read, and two SLC images are created. Next, the two SLC images are co-registered using a set of common points existing in each scene. An initial interferogram is computed and the coherence between images is estimated. Then the interferometric baseline is re-estimated, the DEM is read, the topography of the scene is simulated, and removed from the interferogram. Next, the phase is unwrapped and the coordinate system of the image is converted to a true geographic coordinate system. The tool produces a series of images in one of two possible image formats that are denoted by a series of file extensions, which are described in Table A.1. The interlaced images are read and displayed using the “Multibandread” function in Matlab.

### A.1.2 Okmok Digital Elevation Model

DEM information for Okmok was obtained from the NASA SRTM ftp site[12][13]. The 1-arc-second data is segmented into one degree by one degree tiles, whose names correspond to
Figure A.1: Block Diagram of ROI PAC Processing Algorithm, where the blue and yellow boxes represent computed results and external data, respectively.

the upper left corner latitude and longitude coordinates. The binary height (.hgt) files are stored in compressed, big-endian, format. Since the InSAR processors require a DEM whose area is larger
Table A.2: Latitude and longitude of the SRTM tiles used in this study[12][13]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>53°N</td>
<td>167°W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53°N</td>
<td>168°W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53°N</td>
<td>169°W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53°N</td>
<td>170°W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52°N</td>
<td>169°W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52°N</td>
<td>170°W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure A.2: A broad area DEM was constructed from eight, 1°x1°, 1 arc-second tiles, from data collected by the NASA SRTM [8] then the scene being studied and the SRTM data is stored in one degree tiles, a broad area DEM was constructed manually. A series of tiles, corresponding to the North Pacific and Bering Sea that contain Umnak island and some of the surrounding islands, were downloaded and assembled into one large DEM. A list of the tiles used in this study is shown in Table A.2. The broad area DEM construction process is illustrated in Figure A.2. Since broad ocean areas were not studied by the SRTM mission, two tiles consisting of zeros were assembled and placed into the area where no data was available. This was necessary to produce a rectangular DEM mosaic. The broad area DEM was stored in binary format and used in all subsequent InSAR processing. A section of the DEM mosaic containing Umnak island is shown in Figure A.3.
Figure A.3: Digital Elevation model of Umnak Island, where the color scale is in meters and the x and y axis are pixels.
A.1.3 ROI PAC Results

The series of figures shown below were generated from two sets of complex SAR images. These results were taken from key points in the InSAR processing algorithm, which were described in detail in Sections 3.2 and 3.2.1. Each image was cropped to emphasize the area around Umnak Island and the Okmok caldera. The ROI PAC results are shown in the radar coordinate system. As a result, Figure A.4 through Figure A.16 are flipped in the East-West direction, relative to the true orientation of the Island. Note that transformation back to a geographic coordinate system is not performed until the geocoding portion of the processing chain.

Figure A.4 through Figure A.10 were generated between the October 25, 1995 and October 26, 1995 data set, which is denoted as image pair 1/2 in Table A.3. This image pair is spaced approximately 24 hours apart and was used by Lu et al 2000 to derive a custom DEM for Umnak Island. Figure A.4 shows the co-registered InSAR image. Since the ghosting effect that highlights areas of poor co-registration is not observed in this case, we can conclude the alignment between images is excellent. Figure A.5 shows the raw interferogram of the total interferometric phase defined in Equation 3.7. The flat earth effect is evident by the parallel fringe pattern around the island, which is highlighted by Figure A.6. Figure A.7 shows the coherence estimate between the co-registered image pair, where high and low coherence values are represented by bright and dark colors, respectively. The interferometric fringe pattern typically breaks down in regions with low coherence. Therefore, a high degree of coherence is critical for high quality interferograms. Figure A.8 shows the interferogram after the flat earth term is removed. The resulting fringe pattern is dominated by the topography of the island. Figure A.9 shows the simulated topographic image.
derived from the mosaic DEM. The simulated DEM is used to compute the result shown in Figure A.10. Since the time between images is approximately 24 hours, it is assumed that no ground deformation has occurred between images [31]. Therefore, the difference between images should be approximately constant. Notice there is some variation in the results across the image that is most likely caused by atmospheric effects, which are not accounted for in this report.

Figure A.11 through Figure A.16 were generated from the September 25, 1997 and September 10, 1998 data set, which is denoted as image pair 4/5 in Table A.3. This image pair is spaced approximately one year apart and was used by Lu to highlight the deformation caused by post eruption inflation of a spherical magma chamber beneath the center of the caldera [31]. Figure A.11 is the co-registered SLC image pair that shows a good degree of alignment between images. Figure A.12 shows the raw interferogram of the total interferometric phase, where the parallel fringe pattern is only clear in the upper right corner of the caldera. Figure A.13 shows the coherence estimate between the co-registered image pair. In this case, the degree of coherence around the island is low, with the exception of the bright area in the upper right corner of the caldera. This area of high coherence is producing the bright fringe pattern in the upper right corner of the caldera in Figure A.12. Since the majority of the island exhibits a low degree of coherence, the resulting interferograms will be poor for the majority of the landmass. Figure A.14 shows the interferogram with the flat earth term removed. The resulting fringe pattern is dominated by the topography of the Island. Figure A.15 shows the simulated topographic image derived from the DEM mosaic, which was used to produce the differential interferogram shown in Figure A.16. Once the topographic component of the interferometric phase is removed, a large spherical deformation pattern originating in the center of the caldera is easily observed. Recall that the time span between im-
Table A.3: Interferometer geometry parameters, where $T_s$ is the time separation between images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image Pair</th>
<th>$B$ (m)</th>
<th>$T_s$</th>
<th>$H_a$ (m)</th>
<th>$\theta$ (deg)</th>
<th>$\alpha$ (deg)</th>
<th>$\delta p_{disp}$ (cm)</th>
<th>$\rho$ (km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>24 hours</td>
<td>123.8</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/5</td>
<td>125.4</td>
<td>1 Year</td>
<td>85.8</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>876</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ages is approximately one year, so the fringe pattern observed in the center of the caldera is due to ground deformation that has occurred between image acquisitions.

ROI PAC computes all of the geometric parameters for the RPI and stores them in a series of ASCII text files. These files are referred to as resource files (.rsc), which also list an abundance of additional information regarding the radar operational parameters. The geometric parameters for each RPI is shown in Table A.3.
Figure A.4: Co-registered image pair: 19951025 - 19951026, where the color scale is power in dB

Figure A.5: Raw Interferogram: 19951025 - 19951026, where the color scale represents phase values between $\pm \pi$
Figure A.6: Raw Interferogram around Okmok Caldera: 19951025 - 19951026, where the color scale represents phase values between $\pm \pi$.

Figure A.7: Phase Correlation: 19951025 - 19951026, where the color scale represents the coherence values between 0 and 1.
Figure A.8: Flattened Interferogram: 19951025 - 19951026, where the color scale represents phase values between $\pm \pi$ and the displacement associated with one complete phase revolution is 124m.

Figure A.9: Simulated Digital Elevation Model: 19951025 - 19951026, where the color scale is power in dB.
Figure A.10: Differential Interferogram with Topography Removed: 19951025 - 19951026, where the color scale represents phase values between $\pm \pi$ and the displacement associated with one complete phase revolution is 2.83 cm.

Figure A.11: Co-registered image pair: 19970925 - 19980910, where the color scale is power in dB.
Figure A.12: Raw Interferogram:19970925 - 19980910, where the color scale represents phase values between $\pm \pi$.

Figure A.13: Phase Correlation:19970925 - 19980910, where the color scale represents the coherence values between 0 and 1.
Figure A.14: Flattened Interferogram:19970925 - 19980910, where the color scale represents phase values between $\pm \pi$ and the displacement associated with one complete phase revolution is 86m.

Figure A.15: Simulated Digital Elevation Model:19970925 - 19980910, where the color scale is power in dB
Figure A.16: Differential Interferogram with Topography Removed: 19970925 - 19980910, where the color scale represents phase values between $\pm \pi$ and the displacement associated with one complete phase revolution is 2.83 cm.

Figure A.17: Geocoded, Unwrapped, Interferogram (Amplitude): 19970925 - 19980910
Figure A.18: Geocoded, Unwrapped, Interferogram (Phase): 19970925 - 19980910
The Radar Tools (RAT) application is an open source InSAR processing application that was developed by the Berlin University of Technology in Germany. RAT is freely available for download from the Computer Vision and Remote Sensing Group website [140]. The application is downloaded in the form of a compiled .sav file that can be run using a fully licensed version of IDL or an IDL virtual machine (VM). An IDL VM can be downloaded from the ITT, Visual Information Solutions, website free of charge [141]. RAT can then be initiated using a simple command, $(idl - vm = rat.sav)$, that pipes the .sav file through the IDL VM and displays the RAT GUI shown in Figure A.19.

![Figure A.19: Screenshot of the RAT graphical user interface](image)
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RAT is an interactive tool that is controlled through a menu driven graphical user interface (GUI). Unlike ROI PAC, this tool is not capable of automated processing and requires SLC SAR data as input. The user must manually initiate each step of the InSAR processing chain. RAT is not capable of incorporating DEM information for topography simulation and removal. As a result, it is not capable of producing differential InSAR images that highlight ground deformation. There is also no mechanism for retrieving the RTI geometric information for $H_a$ estimation for interferograms dominated by topographic fringe patterns. In addition, the phase unwrapping algorithm failed to execute, which makes it incapable of computing unwrapped interferograms.

A.1.4.1 RAT Results

The ASF dataset was processed with RAT and the results were compared to those of Zhong Lu et al 2000[31]. Figure A.20 is the co-registered image pair for the October 25, 1995 and October 26, 1995 data set. The images, as with the ROI PAC example, actually encompass a much larger area, but were cropped to emphasize Umnak Island. The areas exhibiting yellow and blue tints are areas of poor co-registration. This will degrade the interferogram quality in these areas. Figure A.21 shows the inter-image coherence, where high and low coherence areas are highlighted in bright and dark colors, respectively. The majority of the landmass is highly coherent, which should result in a well defined fringe pattern over most of the island. Note that the dark regions correlate to the areas of poor co-registration. Figure A.22 shows the interferogram using the total interferometric phase. The resulting fringe pattern is dominated by the flat earth component, which is evident by the parallel fringe pattern. RAT has several option for removing
the flat earth component. For this study, the linear option was used and the resulting interferogram is shown in Figure A.23. The fringe pattern is dominated by the topography of the island and is very similar to the interferogram shown in Figure A.8. Due to RAT’s inability to utilize DEM information or successfully unwrap the interferometric phase, no additional work was performed with this tool and the evaluation was halted.

Figure A.20: RAT generated co-registered SAR image of Okmok
Figure A.21: RAT generated coherence Image of Okmok

Figure A.22: RAT generated interferogram dominated by Flat Earth contribution to the total Interferometric phase
Figure A.23: RAT generated interferogram illustrating Umnak Island topography
A.1.5 DORIS

The Delft Object-Oriented Radar Interferometric Software (DORIS) was developed by the Delft Institute of Earth Observation and Space Systems at the Delft University of Technology in the Netherlands. Like RAT and ROI PAC, DORIS is an open source InSAR processor that is freely available for download from the Delft website. Like RAT, DORIS requires SLC data as its input\[142\]. However, it appears that the ASF SLC data was incompatible with DORIS. As a result, none of the ASF data could be processed and the tool was immediately declared to be unusable for this research project.

A.2 Summary

The goal of this short term study was to acquire the InSAR processing tools necessary to achieve the research goals of this dissertation. Three freely available InSAR processing tools were evaluated in this study: ROI PAC, RAT, and DORIS. ROI PAC was the only tool able to produce the required DInSAR images of a deformation field around a volcano. The reproduction of two key results published by Lu et al 2000 confirms that the tool is being used properly, input data (raw ERS-1/2 and SRTM DEM data) is being read correctly, and the correct results are being generated. As a result, Mr. Junek selected the ROI PAC InSAR processing tool to perform this dissertation research.
APPENDIX B: SPATIAL PDF ASSESSMENT
Figure B.1: Time series of selected PDFs. a) Day 189. b) Day 348. c) Day 349 (acquisition date of second SAR image used to construct interferogram). d) Day 362 (day before 2008 eruption).

The influence of modeling information on PDF quality is evaluated by comparing results generated before and after the detection of the deformation signal. The evaluation period for the examples shown in Figure B.1 begins on July 13, 2007 and spans 362 days, where detection of the deformation signal occurs on day 349. All results are plotted on the same probability scale to allow for meaningful comparisons. The value of $J$ in Equation (4.33) is determined by the size and spatial resolution of the forecast area. Here the spatial resolution of each PDF is dictated by the DEM used for Umnak Island, which is 2 arc-seconds (5.56e-4°). The space-time window
for each example is determined by the available modeling information and spans the number of
days relative to the start of the evaluation period (day number). If no modeling information is
available, total ignorance of deformation processes is assumed and earthquake database queries
encompass the entire landmass. On the other hand, if the extent of the deformation field is known
then earthquake database queries are restricted to the deformed area.

In the absence of modeling information, the non-spatially constrained PDFs shown in Fig-
ure B.1(a) and Figure B.1(b) are fragmented and scattered over a broad area. These PDFs precede
the acquisition of the second SAR image and the availability of modeling information. The lack
of a quantitative spatial constraint on the forecast requires the PDF be constructed over the entire
landmass. As a result, the rectangular forecast area spans 831 $km^2$, $J = 673,920$ probable loca-
tions, and all $X_{def}^j = 0$. Evolving seismicity between days 189 and 348 causes the PDF to change
over time. Initially, seismicity occurs in isolated areas of the caldera and in areas to the southwest.
Eventually seismicity migrates to other regions of the caldera and the southeastern section of the
island. Values of $X_{seis}^j$ are modified according to the cumulative spatiotemporal distribution of
seismicity over the landmass.

On day 349, the second SAR image is acquired and a theoretical deformation field is avail-
able to constrain the forecast area. The PDFs shown in Figure B.1(c) and Figure B.1(d) are confined
to the caldera and shaped by seismicity occurring within the deformed region. The availability of
modeling information changes the search area to 121 $km^2$, $J = 53,044$ probable locations, and all
$X_{def}^j = 1$. Modeling information reduced the search area by 710 $km^2$ and $J$ by 620,876 points. In
this case, values of $X_{seis}^j$ reflect the cumulative spatiotemporal distribution of seismicity within the
deformed area. Therefore, seismicity primarily triggered by the magma ascent process is incorpo-
rated into the PDFs. The similarity between PDFs for day 349 and 362 (day before the eruption) is due to the low seismicity rate between days. As a result, the PDF is not altered significantly and the forecast remains relatively unchanged between these days.
APPENDIX C: FIRST SAR DATA REQUEST
To Whom It May Concern

I am a graduate student at the University of Central Florida, pursuing a Ph.D in Electrical Engineering under the guidance of Dr. Linwood Jones, Director of the Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory. I would like to request the ERS-1/2 datasets listed in Table C.1 to perform proof of concept work related to my dissertation research, which are both briefly described below. Upon the successful completion of this work, I plan to submit a formal proposal requesting access to the data I need to conduct my dissertation research. This proposal will thoroughly outline the research I intend to perform and the results I am planning to obtain. This request in being submitted in the fashion described to me by Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) personnel at the 2007 and 2008 Fall American Geophysical Union conferences, where I was informed that a limited amount of data is routinely released to graduate students for proof of concept research via an email request.

Table C.1: Requested Data Sets (Level Zero and Single Look Complex Formats are required)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Orbit Number</th>
<th>Frames</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>October 25, 1995</td>
<td>E1 22376</td>
<td>317, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 26, 1995</td>
<td>E2 2703</td>
<td>317, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June 7, 1995</td>
<td>E1 20372</td>
<td>316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 25, 1997</td>
<td>E2 12723</td>
<td>317, 316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 10, 1998</td>
<td>E2 17733</td>
<td>317, 316</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dissertation Research Summary

My dissertation research focuses on the determination and interpretation of the geophysical processes occurring within a volcano using space-based microwave remote sensing techniques. Surface deformation measurements in and around a volcano will be made using Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (InSAR) techniques. Deformation estimates will be related to the activity of a magma chamber via a model obtained from previously published studies. A series of
deformation maps will be computed and fed into a Kalman filter to estimate the future state of the parameters that define the magma chamber model.

Proof of Concept Research

Since the subject of InSAR data processing has been studied extensively, I intend to use an established processing package to produce interferograms. Currently, I am evaluating three InSAR processors that are freely available over the Internet (ROI PAC, RAT, and DORIS) to identify the application that is best suited for this research. To date, I have successfully downloaded and compiled each software package. In the cases of ROI PAC and RAT, I have been able to process the preconditioned test data they supplied. In addition, I have also obtained and read precision orbit data for ERS-1/2 from the Delft University of Technology, Department of Earth Observation and Space Systems. In order to verify that I am using these tools correctly, I would like to recreate the Digital Elevation Model (DEM) and several key interferograms shown in Zhong Lu 2000 study of the 1997 eruption of Okmok [?]. The data being requested in this letter will be used for this purpose.

Thank you for your time and attention. If you have any questions or comments regarding this request or my dissertation research, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Regards,

William Junek

Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory, University of Central Florida
APPENDIX D: SECOND SAR DATA REQUEST
To Whom It May Concern

I am a graduate student at the University of Central Florida, pursuing a Ph.D in Electrical Engineering under the guidance of Dr. Linwood Jones, Director of the Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory. I would like to request the ERS-2, level zero, datasets listed in Table D.1 to perform proof of concept work related to my dissertation research, which are both briefly described below. Upon the successful completion of this work, I plan to submit a formal proposal requesting access to the data I need to conduct my dissertation research. This proposal will thoroughly outline the research I intend to perform and the results I am planning to obtain. This request is being submitted in the fashion described to me by Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) personnel at the 2007 and 2008 Fall American Geophysical Union conferences and in recent telephone conversations, where I was informed that a limited amount of data is routinely released to graduate students for proof of concept research via an email request.

Table D.1: Requested Data Sets (Level Zero and Single Look Complex Formats are required)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Orbit Number</th>
<th>Track</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>05/08/1997</td>
<td>10719</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/17/1997</td>
<td>11721</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/30/1999</td>
<td>23244</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/06/2000</td>
<td>27252</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/14/2000</td>
<td>28254</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/11/2002</td>
<td>37773</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/15/2002</td>
<td>38274</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/19/2002</td>
<td>38775</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05/15/2008</td>
<td>68334</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/04/2009</td>
<td>73845</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/24/2008</td>
<td>69336</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/28/2008</td>
<td>69837</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/13/2009</td>
<td>74847</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07/05/2007</td>
<td>63825</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08/09/2007</td>
<td>64326</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09/17/2009</td>
<td>75348</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Dissertation Research Summary

The goal of my dissertation research is to develop an automated process that estimates the Mogi source model parameters for a spherical magma chamber (e.g. radius, pressure, depth, and position) through time series analysis of surface and subsurface measurements. The surface component will focus on the temporal evolution of deformation measurements, which will be derived from a combination of InSAR images and GPS records. The subsurface portion will focus on the temporal evolution of the seismic velocity structure within the volcano using Rayleigh wave group velocity dispersion measurements, acquired through ambient noise cross correlation techniques. The parameter estimation algorithm and the mechanism for combining the geophysical measurements will be the major focus of my research. Parameter estimation methodologies under consideration include both Kalman and Bootstrap Particle filters. I am planning to use the Okmok volcano as a test bed due its rich eruption history and vast amount of pre-existing studies. I plan to examine other volcanoes, once I demonstrate the process works properly.

Proof of Concept Research

I am preparing my dissertation proposal which is scheduled for December 14, 2009. As part of my proposal, I need to produce a time series of interferograms and model them using a Mogi source to demonstrate I understand the technical challenges associated with my proposed
research. Since the subject of InSAR data processing has been studied extensively, I am using
an established processing package to produce interferograms (ROI PAC). In order to prove that I
am producing credible results, four of the eight interferometric scenes I plan to create are identical
to those shown in [1], which I will use to verify my results. The remaining scenes span 2007-2009
and will be original work associated with my dissertation research.

Thank you for your time and attention. If you have any questions or comments regarding
this request or my dissertation research or this request, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Regards,

William Junek

Central Florida Remote Sensing Laboratory, University of Central Florida
APPENDIX E: OKMOK GPS RECORDS: 2004-2008
GPS data processing was performed using the GAMIT GLOBK application developed by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [143].
Figure E.1: Station: OKCE. Raw displacement measurements produced by the GAMIT / GLOBK processing package.
Figure E.2: Station: OKCD. Raw displacement measurements produced by the GAMIT / GLOBK processing package.
Figure E.3: Station: OKFG. Raw displacement measurements produced by the GAMIT / GLOBK processing package.
Figure F.1: USGS GPS Station LKWY

Figure F.2: USGS GPS Station HVWY
Figure F.3: USGS GPS Station HADN

Figure F.4: USGS GPS Station OFW2
Figure F.5: USGS GPS Station P709

Figure F.6: USGS GPS Station P710
Figure F.7: USGS GPS Station P711

Figure F.8: USGS GPS Station P713
Figure F.9: USGS GPS Station P716

Figure F.10: USGS GPS Station SEDG
Figure F.11: USGS GPS Station WLYW
APPENDIX G: SELECTED MOUNT SAINT HELENS GPS

RECORDS: 2005-2011
Figure G.1: USGS GPS Station P691

Figure G.2: USGS GPS Station P692
Figure G.3: USGS GPS Station JRO1
APPENDIX H: BETEF RESULTS
Figure H.1: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 0.000$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0000$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.2: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 4, where $X_{NE} = 0.000$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0000$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.3: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 8, where $X_{NE} = 0.125$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0009$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.4: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 10, where $X_{NE} = 0.100$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0008$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.5: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 13, where $X_{NE} = 0.154$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0008$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.6: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 0.000$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0000$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.7: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 4, where $X_{NE} = 0.000$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0000$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.8: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 8, where $X_{NE} = 0.125$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0009$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.9: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 10, where $X_{NE} = 0.100$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0008$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.10: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 13, where \( X_{NE} = 0.154 \), \( X_{CSM} = 0.0008 \), and \( X_{MM} = 1 \) which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.11: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 0.000$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0000$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.12: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 4, where $X_{NE} = 0.000$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0000$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.13: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 8, where $X_{NE} = 0.125$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0009$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.14: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 10, where $X_{NE} = 0.100$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0008$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.15: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Okmok episode day 13, where $X_{NE} = 0.154$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0008$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.16: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 16$, $X_{CSM} = 0.065$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.17: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 8, where $X_{NE} = 3$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0085$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.18: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 25, where $X_{NE} = 49.4$, $X_{CSM} = 6.94$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.19: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 27, where $X_{NE} = 87.9$, $X_{CSM} = 18.65$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.20: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 80, where $X_{NE} = 60.1$, $X_{CSM} = 9.09$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.21: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 16$, $X_{CSM} = 0.065$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.22: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 8, where $X_{NE} = 3$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0085$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.23: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 25, where $X_{NE} = 49.9$, $X_{CSM} = 6.94$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.24: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 27, where $X_{NE} = 87.9$, $X_{CSM} = 18.65$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.25: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 80, where $X_{NE} = 60.1$, $X_{CSM} = 9.09$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.26: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 16$, $X_{CSM} = 0.065$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.27: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 8, where $X_{NE} = 3$, $X_{CSM} = 0.0085$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.28: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 25, where $X_{NE} = 49.4$, $X_{CSM} = 6.94$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.29: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 27, where $X_{NE} = 87.9$, $X_{CSM} = 18.65$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.30: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Yellowstone episode day 80, where $X_{NE} = 60.1$, $X_{CSM} = 9.09$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.31: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 3$, $X_{CSM} = 25$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.32: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 31, where $X_{NE} = 4.6$, $X_{CSM} = 1.08$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.33: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 37, where $X_{NE} = 5.6$, $X_{CSM} = 1.39$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.34: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grímsvötn episode day 134, where $X_{NE} = 1.5$, $X_{CSM} = 0.54$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.35: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 177, where $X_{NE} = 1.3$, $X_{CSM} = 0.42$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.36: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 3$, $X_{CSM} = 25$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.37: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 31, where $X_{NE} = 4.6$, $X_{CSM} = 1.08$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.38: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 37, where $X_{NE} = 5.6$, $X_{CSM} = 1.39$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.39: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 134, where $X_{NE} = 1.5$, $X_{CSM} = 0.54$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.40: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 177, where $X_{NE} = 1.3$, $X_{CSM} = 0.42$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.41: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 3$, $X_{CSM} = 25$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.42: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 31, where $X_{NE} = 4.6$, $X_{CSM} = 1.08$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.43: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 37, where $X_{NE} = 5.6$, $X_{CSM} = 1.39$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.44: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 134, where $X_{NE} = 1.5$, $X_{CSM} = 0.54$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.45: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Grimsvötn episode day 177, where $X_{NE} = 1.3$, $X_{CSM} = 0.42$, and $X_{MM} = 1$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.46: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 4$, $X_{CSM} = 0.03$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.47: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 3, where $X_{NE} = 3.35$, $X_{CSM} = 0.65$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.48: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 19, where $X_{NE} = 1.2$, $X_{CSM} = 18.71$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.49: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 25, where $X_{NE} = 0$, $X_{CSM} = 14.25$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.50: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 33, where $X_{NE} = 1$, $X_{CSM} = 10.8$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.51: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 4$, $X_{CSM} = 0.03$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.52: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 3, where $X_{NE} = 3.35$, $X_{CSM} = 0.65$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.53: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 19, where $X_{NE} = 1.2$, $X_{CSM} = 18.71$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.54: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 25, where $X_{NE} = 0$, $X_{CSM} = 14.25$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.55: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 33, where $X_{NE} = 1$, $X_{CSM} = 10.8$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.56: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 1, where $X_{NE} = 4$, $X_{CSM} = 0.03$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.57: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 3, where $X_{NE} = 3.35$, $X_{CSM} = 0.65$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.58: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 19, where $X_{NE} = 1.2$, $X_{CSM} = 18.71$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.59: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 25, where $X_{NE} = 0$, $X_{CSM} = 14.25$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
Figure H.60: Results generated using BETEF V2.0 for Mount Saint Helens episode day 33, where $X_{NE} = 1$, $X_{CSM} = 10.8$, and $X_{MM} = 0$ which are the same values used by the logistic models.
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